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PREFACE
This volume is part of a four-volume set :hat describes d_e work performed
from 6 March to 30 November 1989 under contract NASS- 37777 entided,
"The Hybrid Propulsion Technology Program Phase I." The study was
directed by Mr. Ben Shackelford of :he NASAIMarshall Space Hight Center.
Ls_ed below are major sections from :he four volumes that comprise this Final
Report.
Volume I--Executive Summary
Volume II--General Dynamics Final Report
s Conept Definition
• Technology Acquisition Plans
• Large Subscale Motor System Technology
Demonstration Plan
Volume III--Thiokol Corporation Final Report
• Trade Studies and Analyses
• Technology Acquisition
• Large Subscale Motor Demonstration
Volume IV--Rockwell International Corporation Final Report
• Concept Evaluation
• Technology Identification
• Technology Acquisition Plan
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Recendy, renewed emphasis has been placed on
improvements in safety, reliability, cost, and environ-
mental impacLs in the nauon's launch vehicle systems.
This emphasis has led .NASA to initiate a new look at
hybrid propulsion systems. The Hybrid Propulsion
Technology (HPT) program, Contract NAS8-37777,
was conducted by General Dynamics, Thiokol Corpora-
Lion, and Rocketdyne. The team provided for technical
expertise m solid propulsion, Liquid propulsion, and
propulsion systems integration. ThJ0kol's responsibility
as part of this program was to address hybrid technology
that related to elements of solid rocket motor (SRM)
propulsion.
The hybrid rocket motor has inherent characteris-
tics that specifically address safety, reliability, cost, and
enwronmental concerns. Simplicity of the men fuel
grain and oxidizer feed system offers the potential for
greatly enhanced flight safety and reliability. Due to the
nature of combustion in a hybrid motor, performance is
insensitive to fuel gram defects such as cracks, voids,
and unbonds that could be catastrophic in a
conventional SRM. In the event of a system
malfunction, shutdown of this oxidizer feed system
extinguishes the motor. Additionally, explosive mixing
of fuel and oxidizer components is not possible as with a
conventional liquid rocket motor.
SRMs have historically proven to provide a
significant cost advantage over liquid engines. By
similarity, the hybrid motor retains this cost advantage
with the added benefit of low-cost liquid oxidizers
(oxygen cost is $.08 per pound).
During combustion of an SRM, large quantities of
hydrogen chloride (HCf) are produced. Several
approaches to eliminaung HCf in solid rocket exhaust
are being taken by Thiokol. One approach replaces
ammonium perchlorate (AP) with ammonium nitrate
(AJ'_) and another approach uses sodium nitrate to form
sodium chloride rather than HCf in the exhaust. All of
these techniques degrade propellant energy. As
currently formulated, the SRM propellant for the space
shuttle (TP-HII48) delivers a theoretical specific
impulse (Isp) of 278 sec at vacuum conditions. The best
sodium-scavenged clean propellant delivers an Isl_ of
258 sec. In contrast, a hybrid motor using a liquid
oxygen (LOX) oxidizer and hydroxyl-terminated
polybutadiene (HTPB) as a fuel delivers a theoretical
Isp of 316 5ec _nth zero HCI in the exhaust plume. A
hybrid can meet demanding performance reqmrements
wathout the product.ion of environmentally damaging
exhaust products.
2.0 SUMMARY
Three candidate hybrid propulsion concepts were
identified, opdrmzed, evaluated, and refined through an
iterative process that continually forced improvement to
the systems w_th respect to safety, reliability, cost, and
performance criteria. A full-scale booster meeting
advanced SIZM (ASRM) thrust-tame constraints and a
booster application for one-quarter ASRM thrust were
evaluated. Trade studies and analyses were performed
for each of the motor elements related to SRM
technology. Based on trade study results, the optimum
hybrid propulsion concept for both full- and one-quar-
ter-sized systems was defined. Further refinements and
defimtion of the selected concepts identified shortcom-
ings in state-of-the-art technology. Plans to resolve
these technology shortcomings, Phase II, and demon-
st.rate the selected concept in a large subscale motor,
Phase Ill, were developed. All efforts were integrated
wath systems studies and Liquids technology through
General Dynamics.
The three candidate hybrid concepts evaluated are
illustrated in Figure i. The classical hybrid has a solid
fuel grain, with oxidizer injection at the head end. The
afterburner hybrid is like the classical hybrid, but
oxidizer is also injected in an atterburmng combustion
chamber. The gas generator hybrid is similar to a solid
rocket; self-sustaining combustion results from havang
an oxidized fuel grain with no oxidizer injected down
the fuel grain bore. It has the soLid rocket regression rate
correlation (r = aP a) and burns fuel-rich wath the
balance of oxidizer added in an afterburning combus-
Lion chamber.
Classical Afterburner Gas Generator
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Candidate hybrid concepts.
Results of the trade studies and analyses are
illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 for the full- and
quarter-scale boosters, respectively. Both pump- and
pressure-fed systems were evaluated for a total of six
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designs for each booster size. Performance evaluation
was based on ideal velocity calculated for an assumed
trajectory. Based on performance alone, a pump-fed
afterburner configuration would have been se!ected for
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Summary of quarter-scale booster trade studies analyses.
both full- and quarter-scale boosters. This information
was conveyed to General Dynamics for integration into
the overall concept evaluauon. In considering other
factors for safety, reliability, and cost, performance
alone is outweighed. As indicated by the shaded regions
in Figures 2 and 3, the sm_pter, tess costly, classical
configuration was selected for both the full- and
quarter-scale boosters. This result evolved from the
top-level trade study performed by General Dynamics.
Completion of the trade studies and analyses provided
the baseline for which shortcomings in state-of-the-art
technology were identified, and technology acquasinon
planning was then developed to resolve these
deficiencies. Areas needing improvement are summa-
nzed as follows:
• Nozzle materials
• Insulationmaterials
• Propellant(fueland ox/dizer)
• Ignition
• Combustion and flowfield modeling
A fully integrated two-year plan, Technology
Acquisinon, was prepared for Phase II. Technology
Acquismon will consist of testing motors representative
of the selected concept and large enough to mirumize
problems of scale. The Phase II program will culminate
with the static test of a 160,000-1b thrust motor. The
motor wLll provide for verification of technology
developments in each of the areas of concern. The size
and evoluuon of motors from conception through
fi.tLl-scale development are summarized in Figure 4.
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Our approach to Phase III, Technology Demonstra-
tion. is to integrate technologies developed in Phase II
with engineering development including design and
testing into one hybrid propulsion motor. This motor
will demonstrate the hybrid propulsion technologies,
model performance predictions, behavior, and other
characteristics at thrust levels representative of
large-scale booster application.
General Dynamics accumulated information from a
variety of sources to develop the overaU plan for Phase
III. Thiokol developed SRM cost and schedule input for
the overall plan. Estimated costs for development and
fabrication of SRM components to support three 90-in.
hybrid motor tests is $8.8 milimn.
3.0 TRADE STUDIES A_ND A_NALYSES
Analyses and trade studies were conducted to refine
preliminary hybrid propulsion concepts into their
optimum configuration. Analyses and trade studies were
conducted independently by trade study leaders. Key
mformarlon evolving from imrial trade study/analyses
results, in many cases, provided input to other trade
studies. Interaction between trade studies and update of
reformation was maintained through completion of all
trade studies/analyses. Thiokol was responsible for
propellant, ignition, combustion stability, thrust vector
control (TVC), and motor performance trade studies/
analyses.
Propellant selection and motor performance were
considered essential to establishing feasibility of hybrid
propulsion and identification of the optimum hybrid
propulsion concept. Therefore, these two trade
studies/analyses were treated more rigorously than trade
studies/analyses of lesser importance. All trade studies
and analyses are documented m the sections that follow.
3.1 PROPELLAN"r SELECTION
Due to the unique nature of the hybrid rocket
propulsion concept, a vast array of fuel and oxidizer
combinations is conceivable for application, and an
effortto narrow thisfieldfor largebooster feasibility
studies was necessary. The propellantselectiontrade
study concentrated on two distinctlydifferentbooster
designs: the classical/afterburnerhybrid, w_th forward
injection only or with supplemental aft oxadizer
inject.ion;and the gas generator approach in which
conventional solid propellant is used to provide a
fuel-richexhaust which furtherundergoes combustion
in an aft chamber via oxidizerinjection.
Requlrements/goals used to narrow the fieldof
options for both classicaL/afterburner and gas generator
hybrid approaches are summarized as follows:
I. Performance--Theoretical density and vacuum Isp
was determined at I000 psi and 10:l supersonic
expansion, with the performance to meet or exceed
current shuttle.
2. Exhaust Environmental Hazards--Clean exhaust
products were given a premium. Common toxic
species such as HCf, HF, C12, F2, NOx, and so forth
were minimized.
3. Hazards--Chemical (highly reacuve oxidizers) and
explosive (certain oxidizers and gas generator
propellants) hazards were idenufied. Both potential
production and pad or range safety concerns were
considered.
4. Reliability--The potential for operation failure
modes as well as ingredient stability, producibtlity,
and reactivity m compromising reliability or
reproducibility were considered.
5. Cost--Relative costs or anticipated costs of ingredi-
ents were considered in conjunction with gram and
system production costs as directly related to _e
propellant system.
6. Ballistic Performance--Burning rate or regression
rate characteristics, where known, were also figured
in estimating relative merits of candidate propellant
approaches.
7. Extinguishment--Fuel grains that exunguish upon
oxidizer cutoff were determined.
The above considerations represent the major
aspects used in determining which propellant or
propulsion concepts to pursue further in conducting
systems performance trades and designs. Each aspect
has varying nuances and complex interacuons but
conducting the trade studies (Figures _ and 6) proved to
be adequate for narrowing the available options.
3,1.1 OBJECTIVE. In conducting the Propellant
Trade Study, the primary objective was to conduct
theoretical trade studies of various propellant combina-
tions and determine the optimum approach for each of
the hybrid propulsion concepts. The specific objective
of this study was to conduct a series of trade studies
utilizing both experimental and theoreucal data to arnve
at a recommended approach for further development of
hybrid booster technology.
3,1.2 CONCLUSIONS. The classical hybrid concept
of an inert fuel gram operated with supplemental
head-end oxidizer mjecdon meets the goals for large
booster application. Historic ballistic shortcomings of
this approach may be potentially overcome by the use of
giycidyl azide polymer (GAP) or other addmves
provlding equivalent response, and high performance
(density Isp) may be achieved by inclusion of dense
metals (aluminum, zinc, tungsten). Performance of
propellant selected for the classlcal and afterburner
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hybrid concepts (HTPB/GAP/ZrL/LOX) is far superior
to propellant selected for the gas generator (HTPB/A.N/
A1/LOX).
3.1,3 DISCUSSION
Oxidizers
A number of both cryogenic and storable liquid O2
oxidizers were examined with HTPB serving as the F2
baseline fuel to compare the performance of these 03
compounds. Candidate oxidizers are summarized in F_O
F 02
Table 1 and represent most classes of liquid oxidizing N20
compounds, including nitrogenous, hal.ides, and oxy- N20,
gen-based materials. The relative I,p of these oxidizers IRFNA
with HTPB are shown in Figure 7 which plots Isp as a H202
function of _e ratio. Not surprisingly, the 0102
fluorine-based oxidizers, F2, FLOX (F2 + 02), F20, CIF3
and F202, yield extremely high Isp performance,
particularly with the endothermic F20 and F202 smog-,.4
Table 1. Oxidizer trades with HTPB fuel.
BP Density td-tf
Oxidizer Class _C) (g/cc) (kcal/mole)
Cryogenic - 183 1.149 -3. 1
Cryogenic -188 1.696 -3.0
Cryogenic -112 1.614 +30.9
Cryogenic -145 1.650 +2.5
Cryogenic -57 1.450 + 4.7
Cryogenic -88 1.226 + 15.5
Storable + 21 1.449 + 2.3
Storable 80-120 1.583 -41.0
Storable + 150 1.463 -44.8
Storable + 11 3.090 + 24.7
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Mixture Ratio
Vacuum I,p (Ibf. sec/lbm) comparing liquid oxidizers with HTPB fuel.
compounds. Unfortunately, these do not represent
environmentally benign options since major exhaust
products are HF and elemental fluorine (at i'ugh
oxadizer-to-fuel (O/F) rauos), both of which are
intensely toxic and corrosive. A potenual means to
alleviate these byproducts was examined via the
inclusion of magnesium metal in the fuel formulation,
whereby the stable salt MgF2 would replace the free HF
and F2 species in the exhaust. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate
the theoretical exhaust product distribution for a
FLOX-type mixture based on this approach and
suggests that free HF may be substantially reduced with
magnesium. The uncertainty in completely eliminating
these toxzc products is great enough to still suggest that
use of fluorine is not acceptable for the purposes of th_s
application.
The same considerations hold true w_th the storable
alternate halogen oxidizer candidates such as CIFa,
CIO2, NF3, and hydrated perchloric acid.
Of the remaining nitrogen- and/or oxygen-based
oxadizers, oxygen is the most attractive. The nitrogen
materials, N'20,, HNO3 (IRFNA), and Y20, tend to
suffer from low performance and relatively high (>i000
ppm) NOx production in the exhaust, a source of
potential serious atmospheric pollution) _} Although
densities are attractive, in the case of N20, and IRFNA,
liquid-to-gas conversion in the motor system presents
potential complications. A large amount of experience
with these two oxidizers as hybrid components has been
gained with the development of small motors, _21
although handling these materials on the scale required
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for Large booster applications may pose some serious
technical challenges both with regard to pad hazards
and motor operation. The same handling reservations
exist with concentrated (over 90 percent) hydrogen
peroxide although gasification of liquid H202 to H20
and 02 can be accomplished catalytically, effectively
circumventing injection/combustion problems. (2) The
property of catalytic decomposition of HzO2 also
contributes to undesirable stability problems with very
concentrated material, which tends to make the
handling and storage hazards an issue.
LOX, despite being cryogenic, clearly appears to be
the best choice as an oxidizer candidate. LOX has been
used for liquid rocket motors for years and thus enjoys
an enormous experience base and is routinely handled
in large quantiues. With the excepuon of the fluorine
oxadizers, LOX offers the highest performance of the
oxidizers exarmned and is environmentally sound. One
attractive energy growtia opuon of the LOX-based
oxadizer system ictenufied m these trade studies is the
:nc/usion of ozone. Figures 10 and I l Lllustrate the
energy growth of both theoretical Isp and density Isp,
wath a potential energy possible of up to 50 percent
ozone tn the oxidizer. In general, cryogenic ozone is a
marginally stable compound capable of mass detona-
tion, but O2/O3 mixtures containing 25 percent or less
ozone are suggested to be stableJ z) The production of
ozone from oxygen on a large scale is a relatively mature
technology and ozonized air (1 to 5 percent O3) has
been used for large-scale drinking water purification for
a number of years. (41 Thus, ozonization of O2 and
subsequent liquefaction may potentially offer a vaabte
means for increasing the available oxadizer enthalpy and
density for rocket motor applicauon. Another possible
advantage of ozonization lies in the chemical reac:ivaty
of thisspeciesas an oxidizing agent. Ozone isintensely
reactive toward hydrocarbons, being similar to ftuonne,
and thus may appreciably enhance regression rate
characteristics of a gaven hybrid fuel formulation. It has
been demonstrated that oxictauve degraciauon at the
fuel surface in polymer-based hybrid fuel comt_usuon ts
a key element in fuel vaponzardon rates tn addiuon to
thermal degradauon (s) and ozone can be expected to
Isp (sec)
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Figure I0. I, versus miaZu_ ratio and percent ozone-HTPB/ozone/LOX
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markedly enhance this process. Thus, experimental
explorauon of ozone/ oxygen mixtures as hybrid
oxidizers should be considered seriously in fur-_her
technology acquisiuon.
A summary, of r.he various trade factors for each
oxidizer candidate is g_ven in Table 2, along _th
pertinent comments on the relauve rankings. In general,
due to exhaust product hazards and performance
considerations, the oxygen-based candidates LOX,
LOXIO3, and H202 were selected for further trade
studies _th respect to fuel formulation and gas
generator evaluation. The major emphasis for further
studies is placed on LOX which is the least expensive,
least hazardous, and most available high-performance
oxidizer with any measure of experience.
Classical/Afterburner Fuel Formulations
Binders--As mentioned in the preceding section on
oxidizer trades and selection, the baseline fuel
formulation for classical concept studies is cured HTPB.
From both a practical and performance point of view,
HTPB is an excellent choice as a inert fuel matrix for the
classical hybrid approach. Being a castable Liquid, the
material is easily formed into complex grain geomemes,
may be filled to relatively high solids loadmgs, and has a
very large experience base with respect to handling,
properties, etc., in the solid propeUant industry. As the
theoretical Isp data of Figure 12 show, HTPB is one of
the highest performance polymer fuels examined in
these studies, exceeded only by polyethylene (presum=
ably due to the more favorable hydrogen-to-carbon
balance in the latter). The trends tn theoretical Isp
(Figure 12) also serve to underscore the fact that
oxygenated polymer species (PolyTHF, PEG, Delrin)
_end to degrade perform-ance and drive optimizauon
levels to lower O/F ratios, contrary, to what is observed
with conventional solid propellant formulaUons. In
addition to performance and handling considerations,
relative ballistic performance as deterrmned by
regression rate characteristics also tend to favor HTPB
over other polymer materials. Figure 13 plots
experimentally determined regression rate as a function
of motor pressure and oxidizer mass flux (gaseous O2
(GOX)) for HTPB and polyethylene, respecuvely, while
Table 3 compares the regression rates of several
polymeric materials at similar omdizer flux. The data
clearly show HTPB to provide substanuaily higher
regression rates than the other materials.
Costwise, HTPB also compares favorably with the
various thermoplastics and other polymers considered.
Liquid polybutadienes such as HTPB are available in
several grades, with R-45M (commonly employed for
solid propellant manufacture) being the most expensive
(ca. $2.75 per pound). Use of R-45M for solid
propellant formulating is principally driven by its high
stress and strain capability relative to the less expensive
grades. Due to the inert nature of the hybrid fuel grain,
the less expensive materials are quite adequate. Bulk
grade HTPB, as represented by R-45HT, costs roughly
S 1.25 per pound which makes it cost competitive with
commodity polymers such as polystyrene, PEG, etc.
Table 2. Oxidizer trade studies ranking and comparison.
Total
Oxidizer Score
LOX 70
FLOX 31
F2 28
Ozone/LOX 54
N20 43
H202 47
N204 38
HNO 3 (IRFNA) 37
CIF3 19
C102 19
• Overall choice
Performance Hazards Exhaust Cost Reliability
(20) (10) (20) (10) (20)
15 5 20 10 2O
20 0 0 1 10
17 0 0 1 10
17 2 20 5 10
5 8 10 5 15
10 2 20 5 10
10 3 5 5 15
7 3 5 7 15
7 1 0 1 10
15 0 2 0 5
LOX with LOX/ozone and H202 as alternates
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Figure 12. Comparison of vacuum [. (Ibf.sec/Ibm) at 1000 psi, I0:i area ratio
for several polymer fuels with LOX-oxTgenated binders significantly lower
performance potential of system.
Polyethylene, however, is substantially less expen-
sive (ca. $.50 to S.60 cents per pound) than HTPB, but
processing costs associated with thermoplasuc injection
or rotational molding on the scale required for large
booster grain forming would add a substantial premium
to the final fuel cost per pound. This, coupled with the
limited solids-loading capability of high polymer
thermoplastics such as polyethylene, leads us to favor
bulk grade HTPB as r.he base fuel for hybrid gram
formulating.
TaDle 3. Regression rate comparison of polymer
fuels in a GOX hybrid motor.
MOt_" I:_res_on
I:_lyrnor Q2 _ _x F_n_um Rate
Type Ob/sec/in.') Lo=i) (ips)
HTPB 0.0441 88 0.0122
0.0827 172 0.0169
HDPE 0.0425 86 0.0042
(polyemyJon=) 0.0785 179 0.0086
C_lrin 0.0426 72 0.004_
(j:x)lyformaicllltlycIo) O.0818 132. O.0061
Additives--The aforemenuoned regression rate charac-
terisucs of the fuel formulation wath the selected
oxidizer has long been one of the greatest challenges to
hybrid motor applicauon technology. Typically, low
gram regression rate during operation tends to
necessitate complex, high surface area grain designs
which result m poor volumeunc loadings and large case
requirements. This is further aggravated by overall low
system propellant densities, particularly wath LOX/
polymer fuel combinations which are similar to
LOXIRP-1 or kerosene-type liquid systems. Thus, low
density and low mass flow combine to seriously impair
the realistic adaptation of a hybrid motor to large
boosters.
A Large body of literature exists pertaining to
improving both the ballistic (regression rate) charac:er-
istics and density performance of solid fuel hybnd
motors. Principally, such approaches have concentrated
on either using very. reacuve oxidizers (e.g., OF2),
endotherrmc fuel additives, metalization, or combina-
tions of all. 11'6.r) Since fluorinated oxidizers were
eliminated early from consideration due to hazards and
environmental toxicity, concentration was placed on
evaluating various fuel additive and mixture concepts in
conducting h.urr.her trade studies.
Two additive candidates showing prormse wlth
energetic oxadizers such as OF2 are the IJthium
compounds LiH and LiAIH, (LAH). The tight atomm
weight and high hydrogen content, combined _nth low-
temperature decomposiuon (assist in surface gassHica-
lion), have made these attracuve additives in solid
propellant formulauons. Based on a LOX hybrid
system, only the LAH exhibits any potenual for energy
growth over HTPB alone (Figure 14). These additwes
12
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Figure I3. Regression rate versus ma_s/flux and motor pressure.
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also suffer from very low densities (due to the steric
demands of the hydride ardon) and, consequendy,
density Isp is substantially degraded relative to HTPB
(Figure 15). The surpnsmgiy poor performance of ",.hese
compounds, combined with the:r hlgh chemlcal
reactivity (particularly towards moisture), resulted in
considering uhe addition of light hydrides to not be a
viable option.
ISP0EN /////_
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Figure 1£ Density 1,_ comparison of LiH and LAH additives in HTPB/LOX
hybrid--low densities of metal hydrides result m density [,p value less than
HTPB alone.
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Metalizauon, on the other hand, appears to offer
substanual energy growth, pamcularly with respect to
density Isp for hybrid fuel grams. As menuoned
previously, numerous metals have been employed in
hybrid fuel studies, typically those traditionally included
in solid propeUant or pyrotechnic compositions such as
aluminum, Lithium. and magnesium due to high heats of
oxidation and ease of combustion. Figure 16 illustrates
the effect of alumiruzauon of HTPB with regard to
theoretical Isp and density Isp for LOX, H202, and LOX
(75%)/ozone (25%) oxidizer systems. For comparison,
the theoretical Isp and density Isp for a conventional
high-performance aluminized solid propellant are
plotted as a function of aluminum and total solids in
Figure 17 under similar conditions. For clarity,
expanded scale versions of these two figures are given in
Figure 18 revealing the relatively sharp local maximum
occurring in the 88 to 89 percent solids regime, which is
where most high-performance composite propellants
are formulated. Comparison of these energy surfaces for
the various hybrid combinations and solid propellants
suggests that propellant density Isp values approaching
or exceeding those of state-of-the-an solid propellants
may readily be achieved, particularly _th the denser
H202 oxidizer or the more energetic LOX/ozone
combination. In addition, a shift in the maximum Isp
O/F combination to lower mixture ratios enhances the
total motor density advantage with metalization since
less of the lower density oxidizer is required for
maximum Isp performance, resulting in a rapid increase
in density Isp at higher metal Ioadmgs.
From a combustion/ballistic standpoint, metaliza-
tion of the fuel formulation has been found to enhance
regression rate characteristics. Figure 19 illustrates the
effect of aluminum content on the regression rate (with
GOX) of two polymer fuels, HTPB and polyTHF.
Curiously, the metaiization effect was much more
pronounced with the lower initial regressing fuel,
polyTHF, resulting in equivalent regression rates being
observed at high (>40 percent) metal Ioadings. The
mechanism of regression rate enhancement through
metalization has been investigated at length and is
generally accepted to involve increased radiative heat
feedback to the fuel surface/6) This becomes less
effective with increased metal content as increased fuel
flux (blowing), resulting from improved heat feedback,
tends to insulate the fuel surface until a leveling effect is
produced, thus, the apparent limit on regression rate
enhancement (Figure 19).
Taking the idea of increasing density Isp via fuel
metalizauon a step further, it was decided to examine
the theoretical aspects of two rather unconvenuonal
metallic propellant additives, zinc and tungsten. These
both represent combustible, metals but carry, density
(and molecular weight) to an extreme. For example, Zn
with a density of 7.14 g/co and tungsten with a density of
19.3 g/cc are several factors more dense than alurmnum
(2.7 g/cc), but due to high atomic weight and low heat
of combustion (relative to aiurmnum) they are typically
disastrous for Isp when included in solid propellant
formulations. Surprisingly, under the conditions of the
hybrid configuration, both metals give reasonable
theoretical impulse, as shown in Figure 20 (HTPB/Zn)
and Figure 21 (HTPB/W) wath LOX, H202, and LOX
(75%)/ozone (25%). Combining the d_eoretical per-
formance with the extreme densities involved results in
density Isp values substantially greater than previously
supposed. Figure 22 illustrates this by comparing :he
density Isp of HTPB/AI, HTPBIZn, and HTPB/W '<th
LOX as a function of metal and rmxture.
A note of caution should be included at this point
with respect to the zinc Isp data..An unfortunate
deficiency in the thermochermstry computer code used
for calculating the theoretical Isp exists in which, at
temperatures above about 2300°K, the combustion
product ZnO is renamed to Zn(O) in the gas phase.
Although this should not impact the ex.haust mean
molecular weight, an erroneous temperature (and
characteristic velocity (C')) may be resulting. Whether
this will favorably or unfavorably impact the Isp and
whether the error is significant is unknown at this time.
However, a full set of products for tungsten does exast
within the code, glvin g confidence in these data. The
fact that the theoretical Isp values for zinc and tungsten
are consistently similar tends to suggest that the impulse
values being used for zinc are conservative due to the
large difference in oxide molecular weights. Further
support for this assumption arises from an experimental
comparison of hybrid motor combustion ballistic data
conducted by us in which alurmnum-, zinc-, and
txmgsten-containmg fuels were evaluated with GOX.
As mentioned previously, one of the major
shortfalls of the classical hybrid motor as an approach to
large booster design is the low regression rate behavior
of the fuel gram. This aspect has been the subiect of
numerous investigative programs examples of which are
summarized in References 6 and 7. .Among the
approaches that have been explored, one of the more
common is to formulate the fuel gram w_th a solid
oxidizer (e.g., AP, AN) to provide surface combusuon
enhancement to the overall regression mechanism. In
general, this has had limited success and only at solid
oxidizer loadings capable of provading self-sustaimng
combustion (30 percent AP, 50 percent AN) are
substantial increases in regression obtameci. .6,:_ Th_s
approach tends to drive the overall con/igurauon o_ the
hybrid motor to an auxiliary, oxadizer augmented SRM
as occurs wath the gas generator hybrid concepts.
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This, then, begins to defeat a number of the
advantages accrued in the classical system, most notably
the safety aspects associated with processing, handling,
and stonng an inert fuel grain as opposed to a live
propellant. Alternatively, endothermic additives de-
composing thermally in the fuel grain, such as Light
metal hydrides flirt, LAH) or polymtrogen compounds
(tetrazoles, diazo compounds, etc.), have also been
explored as a means for increasing regression rates. As
part of a discretionary funded parallel effort to this
program, we have experimentally revisited a number of
these approaches, in addition to metallzation, for
increasing regression rates of polymer-based (particu-
larly HTPB) fuel formulauons _th COX injection. A
summary of additives and fuels examined to date are
given in Table 4.
Table 4. Experimental fuel ingredients
for GOX hybrid evaluation.
l=oiymert MetaJs AclcJitives
H"I"PB_
F_l_4ono
PoJyTHF
Poly_ormiddehyde(DllJrin) W
Butytmethactytato _lJcula_ AJ
Nitrocellulose Structures
GAP
Aminototrazolo
_T)
Cau'bonblack
g[3_=0D- I. 1
Generally, it was found that metalization in
combination with additives resulted in regression rate
increases on the order of 20 to 50 percent over the
baseline formulations, consistent with the literature. In
addition, most combination fuels resulted in significant
pressure dependence being observed, with pressure
exponents typically on the order of 0.3 to 0.4, similar to
that obtained with solid propellants. Although a
combination of pressure and flux dependency is useful
for simplifying grain configurations, only one additive
was found to influence regression rates enough to
actually begun to make a Large hybrid design appear
realistic.
The energetic binder GAP was found to produce
very. large increases in regresszon rates when blended
with HTPB or other inert binders such as polyTHF. This
material is unique in being self-deflagrating in the neat
form but is rendered extinguishable at concentrations up
to 70 percent by weight in HTPB..-ks shown in Figure
23, the effect on regression rate in the hybrid motor is
dramauc. Blends of HT'PB and GAP (typically 30
percent GAP) were found to respond quite well to
metalizauon, w_th alurmnum, zinc, or tungsten giving
regression rates at least twice those obtained vnth HTPB
alone at relatively low oxidizer flux and motor pressures
(Figure 24). Interestingly, motor pressure and regres-
sion rate were quite similar for alurmnum and zinc,
suggesting similar C" are being obtained.
From a performance standpoint, addiuon of GAP
to HTPB results in slight Isp degradation, a shift to lower
optimum O/F and an increase in density Isp relative to
HTPB alone (Figure 25). Metalization with aluminum,
zinc, or tungsten (Figure 26) gives slrnilar results to
those observed with metatization of H'I-PB and at levels
of up to 20 percent metal (GAP (70%)/HTPB (30%)),
which are probably more realistic than the very. high (40
to 50 percent) levels shown in earlier figures.
Despite the extremely attractive ballistic and
performance aspects resulting from the use of GAP in a
hybrid fuel formulation, there are aspects of this
material that need to be addressed in seriously
considering its use for hybrid fuel formulation. First is
the fact that GAP is classified as a Class B explosive due
to its abilky to deflagrate under pressure. It does,
however, self-extinguish at ambient pressures and it is
not an oxidizing agent. Thus, it is rapidly desensitized
upon dilution with inert materials as is reflected in the
true start/stop behavior of compositions containing up to
70 percent by weight GAP. Another obstacle associated
with GAP is that it is expensive. GAP is a developmental
material available in up to 1000-1b quantities, and is
currently priced at roughly $100 per pound. Future cost
projections of $8 to $10 per pound have been
mentioned, but for now price remains an issue.
Consequently, a GAP substitute for hybrid application is
highly desirable. Several prormsing options with the
same regression rate mechanism are being explored
under conunued discretionary fi.mded research activi-
ties by Thiokol Corporation.
Relative costs also con,s-dtute selection issues with
respect to metal for the candidate hybrid fuel
formulation. Su'icdy fi'om a performance (density Isp)
point of view, use of tungsten in combination with GAP
and HTPB is the obvious choice. Tungsten is, however,
a relatively expensive metal and its large-scale
avaflabLli_y is uncertain.
Moreover, the environmental impact of the exhaust
products from tungsten combustion may pose a potential
t.hxeat. Zinc and aluminum, on the other hand, are quite
common in the enwronment, and both metals are
available in abundance vnth zinc being considerably less
expensive than aluminum ($.65 to S.85 per pound
versus $1.65 to $2.70 per pound). Nenher oxide is
excessively toxJc, both being used in common products
as pigments, ointments, etc. although fine dusts may
represent unhalation hazards. {a} The combination of
very. low cost, high density, and acceptat)le performance
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leads us to favor zinc metal as a candidate component in considered for fuel formulation trade studies is given in
hybrid fuel formulations for classical system trade Table 5.
studies. A summary of the various candidates
Table 5. Fuel component trades.
Total Performance Hazards Exhaust Cost Reliability
Material Score {20) (10) (20) (10) (20)
HTPB 75 18 10 20 9 18
Polyethylene 66 19 10 20 7 10
Potyethers/esters 55 10 10 20 5 10
GAP 47 15 5 15 2 10
Total Performance Hazards Exhaust Cost Reliability
Material Score {20) (10) (20) (10) (20)
AN 34 10 3 10 3 8
Metal Hydrides 36 15 5 10 1 5
AT 53 15 8 15 5 10
AI 60 15 8 15 7 15
Zn 66 18 8 15 10 15
W 56 20 8 10 3 15
Mg 54 12 7 15 5 1 S
• Overall best choices
HTPBtGAP/Zn -- High density performance and high regression rates
HTPB/Zn -- High density performance, low cost. and moderate regression rates
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Gas Generator Formulations
As an alternate approach to the classical hybrid, the
concept of a self-sustaining, fuel-rich propellant
augmented by supplemental oxidizer injection was given
consideration. Presumed advantages to this approach
are primarily of a ballistic nature. Complications arising
from classical hybrid combustion boundary layer
combustion, low regression rate, aerodynamics of the
combustion chamber, and changing combustion chain=
bet volume would be circumvented by providing an
aft-fixed volume combustion chamber into which
supplemental oxidizer and fuel-rich generator exhaust
are introduced for final combustion.
In performing the formulation trade studies for this
approach, we Limited consideration of solid oxidizer to
nitrate salts, principally due to the previously discussed
ground role of no halides (i.e., perchlorates), due to
environmental exhaust toxicity. Nitrates known to be
high explosives, such as RDX, HMX, mtrogiycerm, etc.,
were also not considered due to excessive hazards and
critical diameter-driven detonation suscepubility known
to occur with the Use of such compounds. Consequently,
A_.N becomes the primary candidate for gas generator
compositions.
This material has been with the rocket propulsion
industry, since its infancy and has received renewed
attention in the solid propellant arena as a potential
clean solid oxidizer replacement for AP. As mentioned
earlier, use of AN as a supplemental oxidizer in hybrid
fuel grams has been explored both by Thiokol and
othem.
The theoretical performance potenual of _s
approach is much more limited than that available from
the classical approach. The Isp versus mixture curves of
several AN formulations are compared to HTPB with
LOX augmentation in Figure 27. In this case,
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Figure 27. Comparison of uacuum I_. (Ibf. sec/lbm) of AN-based gas generator
formulations with HTPB hybrid--generally, lower Iop and O/F optimization is
observed with gas generators.
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metalization(w_thaluminum) improves Isp performance
as wellas densitybut optimum mi.xn0meratiosare very.
low, typicallylessthan 0.5. Additionalenergy growth
optionsforthe nitrate-basedpropellant,substituungthe
more energetic materials, hycLrazine mononitrate (HN)
or hydroxylamme nitrate (HA.N) for AN, are shown in
Figure 28 and suggest that some performance growth
potential exists but involves the use of exotic and
potentially explosive ingredients.
Unlike AP-based solid propellants, AN- (or HN,
HAHN) oxidized solid propellants tend to exhibit very.
low burning rates and extremely poor combustion
efficiency in the presence of aluminum. This may be
partially relieved by the use of magnesium metal as the
fuel, but both density and Isp are adversely affected
(Figure 29). Based on the data presented in Table 6 for
the baUisdc behavior of several .MN'-based propellant
formulations,itisapparent that littleisto be gained in
ballistic performance by employing a clean gas _enerator
propeklam as the basis of a hybrid motor, over some of
the prev_ousty discussed classical options.
The data of Table 6 do suggest that burning rates
may be enhanced by binder changes, _th rates up to
0.2 ips being attainable with GAP. Unfortunately, this
results in a substantial energy loss in the hybrid system
performance (Figure 30). In spite of improved baLListic
response with the more energetic materials, gross
amounts of slag are produced w_th the alurmnized
formulations, implying combustion efficiency must be
improved. Consequently, it is tikeIy that any application
of alumimzed AN gas generator propellants to the
hybrid concept wall need to incorporate supplemental
oxidizer injection into the solid propellant bore.
34O
HAN/H20
O/F LOX
Figure 28. Theoretical performance comparison of energetic nitrate-based gas
generator propellants with AN gas generants and HTPB classical hybrid.
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Table 6. Ballistic properties of AN propellants.
R_ at Pressure
Compo=tlon 1000 I_ (lps) Exl_onent
HTPS/64%/AN/21% ,N No ignition --
HTPB/60% AN/25% Mg 0.08 to 0.12 0.23 to 0.07
HTPB/62.2_ AN/11.4% Mg 0.10 0.20
11.4% AI
Pm3t,_% ANt30_ Ug o._4 o.3e
PPG/60% AN/25%/q No ignitio_ --
GAP/52.5 AN/31.5 Mg 0.26 0.36
GAP/57% ANt27% Mcj 0,17 0.96
C-,AP/55% AN/14.5% Mg 0.21 0.44
14.5% AJ
A
320 t HT/AN/AL
300 t PPG/AN/AL
C_P/AN/AL
280 t
250 "_
240 "_
220 t
0 ; 2
O/F
Figure 30. Vacuum I,p (lbf. sec/lbm) comparison of
propellants (80 percent solids)showing loss of [,p
relative to HTPB-the opposite trend occurs in the
absence of supplemental oxygen.
Probably the greatest objection to the gas generator
solid propellant hybrid approach relauve to the classical
configurauon lies in the fact that the tremendous cost
and reliability advamages of the inert fuel gram in the
classical system are lost w_th the gas generator approach.
Although raw material cost differences are minor, the
expenses associated with producing and handling a live
propellant, particularly on the scale of a large booster,
are astronomical compared to processing completely
men components. This is further aggravated when it is
considered that, m the case of the Live propellant,
reliability issues associated _th gram flaws, bondlme
integrity, environmental storage, etc., become ve_
important, whereas, with the inert fuel classical hybrids
(outside of gross flaws, gram cracks, deformiues, etc.)
have very Little influence on motor operation and
reliabilityJ 2_ Thus, sacnficmg substantial life cycle cost
advantages, performance, and safety of the men fuel
classical hybrid for questionable ballisuc gains w_th the
solid propellant gas generator approach is not
recommended.
The regression rate advancement of inert fuel
gram/oxygen classical hybrids demonstrated by the use
of GAP as a fuel additive has effectively advanced the
ballistic potential of the classical hybrid to that available
in clean gas generator propellants. Consequently, the
full potential of the performance, safety, and cost
advantages of the classical hybrid system may actually
be realized, and thus represents our recommended
approach for further development. Trade studies
between these two concepts reflecting relative rankings
are summarized in Table 7.
3.2 IGNITION
Hypergolic ignition systems have typically been utilized
for hybrid motors. Ignition of a hybrid motor is different
from a solid or liquid motor in r.hat ignition timing and
the ignition transient are a function of fuel volatility and
initial oxidizer flow rate, respectively. Providing enough
initial heat to the fuel grain in the presence of an
oxidizer promotes ignition in a hybrid. This has the
potential for greatly simplifying hardware requirements
for motor ignition.
3.2.1 OBJECTIVE. The overall objective is to idenufy
the most cost-effective, reliable igniuon system for
hybrid applications.
3.2.2 CONCLUSIONS. A hypergolic ignmon system is
the best off-the-shelf igmtion system for hybrid
applicar.ions. However, this system contains toxic and
hazardous materials. Other szmpler, more cost-
effective techniques for heating the hybricl grain and
provlding motor ignition need further development and
evaluauon r2_roush :estmg.
3.2.3 DISCUSSION. Ignition concepts considered
(Figure 31) fall into four basic categones: chemical,
36
Performance (20)
Cost (10)
Hazards [ 10}
Exhaust (20)
Table 7.
15
Ballistic performance comparison.
Classical
(HTPB/GAP/Zn/LOX)
Moderate Isp
High density
Improved ballistics
7 GAP is expensive
7 GAP is Class B explosive
18 Inert fuel advantages
Gas Generator
(HTPB/AN/AI/LOX)
10 Low Isp
Moderate density
baseline ballistics
2 Inexpensive raw
materials.
Live processing
2 Live propellant
10 Potential for
NOx very high
Reliability (20)
Total
18 Inert fuel advantages
62
10 Live grain
disadvantages. Sensitive
to grain flaws. Design
limits stricter
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Figure 31. Igniter trade tree:
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pyrogen, laser/fiber optic, and lateral. Each of these
candidate approaches has advantages and disadvantages
relative to the evaluation criteria. Chermcal- and
pyrogen-ty'pe igniters are well proven approaches using
mature technology. Grain heating approaches offer
significant cost and safety benefits but the technology
required is undeveloped. Reliability of these advanced
approaches is uncertain. Evaluation of these concepts is
summarized in Tables 8 and 9.
3.3 COMBUSTION STABILITY
Pressure oscillations are inherent to typical hybrid
systems. Nonacoustic pressure osclllauons are asso-
ciated w'it.h injection of high mass fluxes of Liquid
oxidizer and fuels that are combustible with a melt layer
or formation of metal oxide. Because the oscillations are
nonacoustic, i.e., totally random, the potential for
catastrophic failure resuhing from hybrid stability is
virtually nonexastent.
Table & HPT system analysis and trade studies-ignition system concept ranking explanation.
_¢oncept
Ctiteril (_emicIJ Pyro_en L.a_r/_bet Optic lateral
Right Safety Complex; carried for Com01ex; carnecl for Simple; consumable Simple; unknown
some portion of flight some portion of flight effects
Reliability Demonstration-level Proven SRB system Rlsearch4evel maturity Immature
maturity
Nonrecurring Life No S/AV; pa_aJ S/A required; S/A required; partial S/A required: full
Cycle Cost= development program dernonsUatJon program deve|opment program development program
COst= cost= COSTS costs
Recurring Life CycJe No S/A, squibs, or Complex Few component=; Few components;
CoSTS _gniter initiator; less simple simple
complex
Performance, Mass, Mature science; Repro_:lucible and Mature research; Immature; requires
ancl Energy Transfer requites hybrid predictable mass flow; requires llybrid hyOrid development
development pr_n SRB development
Launch Site Inert when separate Proven; complex Inert; insensitive to E]ec'tric field sensitivity;
Considerations e_eclric fields unproven
'Safe/ann or sefe/an_lflre device g_.,.s
Table 9. Ignition concepts ranking.
C_oncept
Chemical !_Foqen _Aset/_ber Qptic Lateral
(Rating Weightecl Weighted Wetghtecl Weighted
C,¢iteria Factor) Score 1 Score Score I Score Score 1 _xx)re Score _ Score
Flight Safety and Reliability
Right Safety (0.20) 85 17 85 17 9(3 18 60 12
Reliability (0.20) 80 16 85 17 75 15 50 I 0
life Cycle Costs
Nonrecurring (0.15) 90 13.5 80 12 70 10.5 90 13.5
Recurnng (0.150) 75 11.25 50 g 80 12 9(3 13.5
Performan¢_ 100 20 100 20 100 20 100 20
ODerafionaJ Considerations
launct_ Site (0.10) 90 9 85 8.5 95 9.5 g5 9.5
Total 86.75 83.5 85 78.5
Rank I 3 2 4
_Scored from 0 to 1C0, where 100 is the Oest
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The fundamentalcausesof hybridinstabilityare
summarized as follows:
• Coupling of liquid droplet vaponzauon and heat
transfer to gram surface results m nonacousdc
instability, eliminated by a high degree of drop-
let atomization
• Shedding and combustion of molten metal drop-
lets or Liquid phase fuel
• Pressure coupling of combustion process in pres-
sure/flux coupled regimes
Each of these causes can be addressed through
appropriate design practices.
3.3.1 OBJECTIVE. The objectives of the combustion
stability analysis were to evaluate the potential for
pressure oscillations in all three proposed hybrid
configurations and to idenufy design approaches to
minimize the potential for combustion instabLlities.
3.3._ CONCLUSIONS. The classical and afterburner
hybrid concepts offer the least potential for pressure
oscillations because of the nonexistent or relative small
dependence of burn rate on pressure. Pressure
oscillations in the classical and afterburner design can
be minimized by incorporating the following design
features:
• Vaporized oxidizer
• Metalized fuel
• Low pressure/large r._oat
• Fuels that vaporize directly to gas phase
• Pressure-insensitive fuels
3.3.3 DISCUSSION. To date, there is no industry
standard combustion stability model for predicting
hybrid stability which is analogous to existing liquid or
solid propellant rocket models. Consequently, complete
combus_on stability predictions are currently not
possible for hybrid rocket motor designs. However,
there are a number of wave-damping mechanisms that
are valid for both solid and hybrid rocket motors,
including nozzle damping and par_cle damping.
Nozzle damping is a fairly complex phenomenon
that is related to the gas dynamics of the flowfield in the
vicinity of the nozzle throat. As the combustion gases
approach the nozzle throat, strong gradients in the
density of the gas make the nozzle throat reflective to
osc_Ilations generated in the combustion cavity. Nozzle
damping is also a function of nozzle throat size. If the
throat is large, there is more nozzle damping than in a
small throat. These principles vnll hold for hybrid motor
designs, and various hybrid configurations can be
successfutly analyzed for nozzle damping. The design
objec_ve is to maxL-nize the amount of nozzle damping
to minimize pressure oscillations.
Another important solid rocket damping mecha-
nism that is applicable to hybrid rockets is panicle
damping. Particle damping can be a very. significant
energy sink in SRMs and hybrid motors. This type of
damping is most significant in SR.Ms at higher
frequencies with propellants that produce smoke. Any
metalized propellant will produce s_gnificant amounts of
smoke as they burn. The smoke consists of small
particles of oxidized metal which absorb large amounts
of energy as they are vibrated by the pressure waves in
the combustaon chamber. The more particles or smoke,
the more damping. This implies that hybrid formulauons
using significant amounts of metal (alurmnum, magne-
sium, etc.) will provide extra margins for stable
combusuon.
Historically, hybrids have demonstrated strong
coupling between chamber and oxidizer droplets,
resulting in large amplitude pressure oscillauons,
particularly with high mass fluxes of liquid oxidizer.
Instabilities of this type have been solved by a high
degree of droplet atomization or by bringing the oxadizer
into the chamber in vapor phase..An example of the
effect of atomization or vaporization of the oxidizer is
illustrated in Figure 32. Liquid oxidizer was temporarily
replaced with gasified oxidizer. A marked reduction in
pressure oscillations was observed. Smaller amplitude
oscillations have been observed with fuels that form a
melt layer on the grain surface. Periodic shedding of this
layer with rapid combustion results m penodic increases
of heat release into the combustion chamber, producing
rough burning of the fuel activity.
Pressure coupling is a common source of acoustic
energy in an SRM, and arises as a result of the
pressure-dependent burmng rate of solid propellant.
The burning rate of most hybrid fuels is dependent on
mass flux, not pressure. In these cases, pressure
coupling will not be a factor in hybrid motor instability.
Some of the hybrid formulations are slightly pressure-
sensitive. Some form of pressure coupling could
contribute to pressure oscillations in these cases, though
there is existing no methodology to predict the
magnitude or importance of the effect with these
formulations.
3.4 THRUST VECTOR CONTROL
TVC for hybrid booster applications was determined by
evaluating and ranking state-of-the-art TVC systems
using reliability, cost, and performance criteria. Both
fixed and movable nozzles were evaluated as shown in
Figure 33. Within each class of TVC system, only those
systems offering the greatest potenual for payoff were
evaluated. Developmental. or higln risk systems were not
evaluated; thetr reliabdity was assumed to be inferior.
Primary, T'VC concepts are illustrated in Figures 3-I and
35.
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Figure 32. Example of liquid phase oxidizer instability.
TVC Systems
I
I I
TVC Systems TVC Systems
-- Secondary Injection (1)
-- Jet Vanes (1)
-- Jet Tabs (1)
-- Jet Probe
-- Movable Plug
1 Primary Concepts
2 Trademark ef Thiekol Corp.
3 Trademark of United Tect_nology Corp.
-- Het Ball and Socket
-- Gimbel (1)
-- Flexible Exit
-- Thiovee (2)
-- Techroil (1,3)
-- Trapped Ball (1,3)
-- Flexseai (1)
Figure 33. Thrust vector control trade tree•
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Figure 34. Primary TVC concepts--fixed nozzle.
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Figure 35. Primary 7"VC concepts--movable nozzle.
Several key assumptions were required to na_ow
the fieldof candidate TVC systems. First,the trade
study was Limited to SILM technology. Movabie
combustion chambers with Liquid cooled nozzles or
throats, typical of Liquid rocket engines, were
considered more costlyand raisedmany questionsof
reliability.Second. ex.istmgdata from ex.isungnozzle
systems were considered applicable.Third, reliabilky
would be assessedbased on demonstrated flJghtworthi-
ness, and fourth, TVC system selection was not
consideredan enablinghybridtechnology and the trade
study was performed independently of boosterconcept
selection.
3.4.1 OBJECTIVES. The overallobjective was to
determine the opumum TVC concept for hybnd
applications.
3.4.2 CONCLUSIONS. Flex.seal® and trapped-ball
"I"VC concepts are viablefor hybrid applications.They
offer the greatest reliability,cost advantage, and
performance for solidand hybrid rocket motors. The
Flexsealwas selectedinthe finalevaluationbecause ofa
small advantage in demonstrated reliability for large
booster applications.
3.4.3 DISCUSSION. In identifying the optimum TVC
candidate for hybrid rocket motors, the advantages and
disadvantages of eight major types of TVC we.e
considered.These types are:
TVC
Secondary injection
Jet tabs
Jet vanes
Trapped bail, insulated
Flex bearing, insulated
Oimballed nozzle (supersonicspLit.line)
TechroU
For performance considerations,these TVC systems
were compared for their effectsupon weight, thrust
losses,TVC capability,and packaging constraints.
Thevector anglecapabilityforeach ofthesesystems
is i11u,strated in Figure 36. All systems except for
secondary injection have demonstrated vector angle
capability in excess of seven degrees, which is more than
adequate for large booster applications. Shuttle booster
nozzle has 6.0 degrees of ommaxaal capability. Limited
capability of secondary, in]ecuon makes it an unattrac-
tive candidate.
As illustrated in Figure 37, axial thrust losses
resulting from TVC can be significant. ,let tabs and jet
vanes disrupt the flow in the nozzle exit cone or at the
exat plane, and therefore cause the largest d_ust loss.
The grmballed nozzle, ,_nth a supersomc splidine, also
disrupts flow in the nozzle and causes slgmficant thrust
losses at high TVC angles. ?vlovable nozzles, such as
Flex.seal, trapped bail, and techroll, minimize thrust
loss. Flow is directed without being disrupted to achieve
the necessary. T'VC. A movable nozzle concept is
preferred.
The advantages and disadvantages of the candidate
TVC systems are summarized in Table !0. Primary
applications and relative costs are also idenufied.
Numerical ranking of concepts is i11ustrated in Tab{e
11. Using the weighting fac:ors established for the
program, the Flex.seal is the opumum TVC concept for
hybrid applications.
3.5 MOTOR PERFORMANCE
General Dynamics evaluated input from individual trade
studies to identify the opumum booster concept. They
made the overall determination based on flight safety,
rellabLlity, cost, and performance. Thiokol provided
performance trade study input. The performance trade
studies revealed the best performing designs, provided
insight on hybrid operation, and uncovered technology
areas needing advancement. Booster-level perform-
ance trade studies were conducted on gram design, fuel
formulation, hybrid size, quarter-sized diameter,
furl-sized length, tank material, oxidizer feed system,
and hybrid type.
3.5.1 OBJECTIVE. The overall objective of the
performance trade studies was to optimize each booster
concept and to provide a quantitative performance
comparison between potential concepts.
3.$.2 CONCLUSIONS. Each potential hybrid concept
was studied analytically. The key conclusion from the
performance trade studies is that the pump-fed,
afterburner hybrid propulsion concept offers the
greatest performance for both quarter- and fu11-scale
booster applications.
Other salient results from the performance trade
studies are summarized as follows:
1. The pump-fed system offered the greatest perform-
ance increase. For the fuLl-sized booster, the
pump-fed system allowed an additional 18,700 Ib of
payload over the baseline pressure-fed design.
2. Lightweight graphite epoxy oxadizer tanks provlded
the second best performance gain. Lightwezght
tanks increased payload by 12.350 Ib over the
baseline aluminum tank design.
3. Although afterburner designs perform better, if the
fuel regression rate is sufficiently tadorab{e, c_.ass_cai
concepts can be designed with equal performance to
afterburnmg concepts.
4. HTPB/Zn./GAP was idenufied as the best performing
fuel. The high regression rate and hlgh density of th_s
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fuelallowsthe motor to meet the high thrustof the
ASRM trace with compact gram designs.The low
StOChiomeLric O/F of HTPBIZn/GAP minimizes the
oxidizer requfred, reduces the size of the oxidizer
tank, and enables the booster to approach the SRM
envelope.
5. A driving assumption m this study was that the
oxidizer tank was the same diameter as the fuel case
and mounted in line. The oxidizer tank accounts for
over one-half of the booster inert weight (for the
baseline aluminum tank, pressure-fed designs), and
it represents over one-half of the booster length (for
all the desigr_s). Since these boosters are intended to
be used vnth a core vehicle which already has a large
LOX external tank, the confi_u'adon in which the
booster LOX is stored in a stretched core vehicle
external tank should be investigated.
6. No significant performance differences were uncov-
ered as a function of size or diameter. The primary
effect of diameter size was that larger diameters
required grains with a greater number of ports in
order to match web-to-regression rate and achieve
good volumeuic loading.
Several areas requJnng technology advancement
were uncovered during the course of the study. These
were:
I. Prediction and promotion of combustion efficiency
in motors with large fuel gram ports, and low
length-to-hydraulic-diameter (L/Dh) ratios.
2. Predicuon of nozzle and insulation erosion.
3. The ability to tailor fuel regression rate characteris-
tics.
4. 1:h'edicdonof fuel regression rates in furl-scale
boosters from laboratory-scaletests.
These technology areas willbe addressed inthe optional
Phase II of the HPT program.
3.$.3 DISCUSSION. For the performance trade
studies, payload capability was considered to be the
ultimate performance criteria and design optimization
was formulated to maximize ideal velocity. Ideal velocity
was defined as the vehicle ideal velocity at booster
burnout. The Shuttle C configuration was simulated
using the POST code to determine the validity of this
approach. Fi&ure 38 shows that the calculated paytoads
correlate well with ideal velocity.
The hybrid boosters had to satisfy several
requirements. These were:
I. Match the ASRM NT-019 thrust trace
(Figure 39).
2. Incorporate TVC.
3. Have no asbestos.
-$8
a. Have no environmentally degrading e.'_naust
products.
5. Exun_ush combustion with oxidizer shutoff.
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Figure 38. Correlation of payload with
vehicle ideal velocity.
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Figure 39. Thrust requirement.
One full-sized booster or four quarter-sized
boosters burmng together, had to match the thrust trace.
The nature of_e thrustcurve did impact the study.The
ASI_M trace is regressive, with very high thrust, and has
a central bucket. These characteristics provided
significant design challenges,
The requirements for TVC and nonasbestos
materials did not affect the study, as neither
requirement is viewed as a hybrid issue. The
requirement for clean exhaust affected the fuel and
oxidizer selection, Thiokol's laboratory conducted the
iniual fuel and oxidizer trade studies. (g) From the
laboratory, trade studies, the most promising fuel
candidates were selected for propulsion- level studies.
The requirement to extinguish combustion with
oxidizer cutoff is achievable with all hybrid types. In the
statement of work, extinguishment was defined as
having an init.ial thrust/weight of less than 70 percent.
The hen fuels are not combustible without oxidizer.
The gas generator fuel includes AN oxidizer. Depending
upon design details, it may extinguish completely
following oxidizer cutoff and the resultant rapid
depressurizauon, or it may continue to be combustible
at a low thrust level.
Several constraints and assumptions were imposed
on the designs.
1. Case outside diameter < 150 in.
2. Nozzle exit outside diameter < case outside
diameter.
3. Initial nozzle exit pressure > 9 psia.
4. Grain initial port (LIDh) _< 30.
5. Liquid tank was the same diameter as the fuel case
and mounted in-line.
6. For classical hybrids, the fuel case tangent-to-
tangent length was equal to the fuel gram length.
7. For hybrids with afterburners, the fuel case
tangent-to-tangent length was $0 in. longer than the
fuel gram.
The full-sized motors were held to the ASRM
diameter of 150 inches. The quarter-sized motors did
not have a diameter constraint. The nozzle exit outside
diameter proved to be an active consuamt. Many
designs would have performed better if this constraint
were Lifted. The nozzle exit pressure constraint was
included to avoid flow separation, This constraint was
not active since the nozzle exit outside diameter
constraint was always reached first.
The gram port L/Dh const=ramt was imposed to
promote even gram regression, This constraint was
consistent wxth published data. 11°) The hybrid bailisucs
model employs zero-dimensional equilibrmm ballistics,
and assumes even regression. The L/Dh constraint was
generally active for low-density fuels, but was not active
for high-density fuels. Oxidizer flux was not constrained
in this study, although high flux levels may cause a
variety of problems. L/Dh and flux limits need to be
established for Thiokors proposed system. These limits
would be established through experiment and analysis
during _e optional Phase II of the HPT program.
Case length was estimated since the volume which
several key components need has yet to be defined. The
front dome volume was reserved for oyadizer rejection.
The aft dome was reserved for a mixing chamber. For
the afterburning hybrids, 50 in. was added to the case
length, in order to have room for the aft LOX injection.
The trade study matrix included several design
configurations consisted of combinations of the discrete
variables listed below,
Hybrid Configuration Discrete Variables
Hybrid Type
Classical
Afterburner
Gas generator
Hybrid Size
Full-size
Quarter-size
Oxidizer Deliver
Pump fed
Pressure fed
Fuel Formulations
"I'PB
HTPB/Zn
HTPB/ZIVGAP
Tank Material
2219 A1
Graphite epoxy
Grain Design
CP (singleport)
MuMport wagon
wheel (2-8 ports)
The large number of discretevariablesprecluded
examining every possible combination. The fuel
formulation and tank material trade studies were
conducted on the full-sized,classical,pressure-fed
configurationonly.The assumption was thatthe trends
noted for thisconfigurationwould hold for the other
configurations. During the trade studies, the gram
design was matched to the achievable regression rate
and the motor diameter. In general, the higher the
regression rate and the smaller the diameter, the fewer
number of ports were necessary.
The computer code used was Thiokors hybrid
preliminary design code. It is based on Thiokol's
Automated Design Program (ADP). The hybrid design
code consksts of a hybrid ballistics module, several
component design modules, liqu_d oxidizer system
weight correlations, and an opumizauon module
(OPTDES.BYU). The component design modules for
nozzle, case, insulauon, and interzank structure are
ADP subroutines for SRMs. These rouunes should
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apply equally well to hybrids. The liquid oxidizer system
weight correlations were supplied by General Dynamics
and updated as their studies progressed. Initial and final
weight correlations are summarized as follows:
Initial Correlations
Pressure Feed
2219 Wt = (10.55 + 0.113 Pt) 0.001 WotVl
Graphite Wt = (4.65 + 0.039 Pt) 0.001 Wo/Vl
Epoxy
Psysw_ = 0.001193 Pmax Vt
Wt = (0.007 + 0.0102 PQ Vt
Pump Feed
Wt = (47.2 - 0.115 Dt) Wo/Vl
Pump w_ = 70.9 (h Rox max )2
Ptuel = 0.00231 (Pavg + 50) Rox avg
Both Feed Systems
Lnf = 0.000013 h Pox max + 0.0063 h
PoXmax I/2 ÷ 6.4 ROXmax I/2
- 0.03 h ÷ 7.4
Final Correlations
Pressure Feed
2219
Pt -> 366
Wt = (0.457 + 0.0033 Pt) Vt
Pt >- 569
P,ys_ = 0.001508 Pt Vt
Graphite
Epoxy
Pump Feed
Wt =
Pump wt =
Pfuel =
Lnf =
Wt =
Dt =
Pump wt =
POXIII|I. x =
PoXavg =
W'O =
"vq =
3.74 Vt
0.001641 Pma.x Vt
included in pump wt equation
no revisionfor thiscorrelation
tank weight (lb)
tank diameter (in.)
pump weight (lb)
maximum oxidizer flow rate (lb/sec)
average oxidizer flow rate (lb/sec)
oxidizer weight lb
tank volumetric loading, 0.97 for all
designs (dim)
weight of pressunzaUon system (Ib)
maximum chamber pressure (psia)
average chamber pressure (psia)
tank design pressure
Psyswa =
Prn&x -._
Pavg =
Pt =
= Pmax + 200 (psia)
Vt = tank volume (c0
h = pump system design pressure
= Pmax + 50 (psia)
Lnf = weight for lines and fittings ([b)
Once a combmauon of discrete variables was
chosen, six continuous design variables were changed
within the optimization module until the best performing
design was found. The continuous design variables were:
1. Fuel grain length.
2. Fuel gram port radius.
3. Fuel grain web.
4. Nozzle throat diameter.
5. Nozzle expansion ratio.
6. Fuel regression rate coefficient.
A schematic of the design process is shown in Figure
40. The operator chose a combinauon of discrete
variables. The optimizer then varied the continuous
variables until ideal velocity could not be _nproved
while meeting the design requirements and without
violating the design consuaints. The operator then
tested the point design to determine whether it was a
local or global optimum by restarting the optimization
with different values of the continuous variables. When
the operator was satisfied, the optimization was
considered to be complete.
Several limitations were imposed on the trade study.
A fixed nozzle was simulated instead of a TVC nozzle in
order to provide faster analysis. Once the trade study
was completed, several point designs were run with TVC
nozzles. Silicaphenolic was the only nozzle throat
materialused. This materialwas chosen because of its
resistanceto erosion in an oxidizer-richenvironment.
Silicaphenolic issensitiveto high temperature, so the
standardnozzle erosionratecorrelationwas modified to
includea temperature term. The erosionrate equation
isas follows:
e = 00.00509 (P/625):'n (B/I.0)° (R/25)°''s
3.69(T/6143)
e = erosion rate (ips)
P = chamber pressure (psia)
B = beta (dim)
R = throat radius (in.)
T = flame temperature (*F)
The constams used m this equauon apply to silica
phenolic nozzles.
Motor [sp efficiency for all demgns was fixed at 9S
percent. Motor efficiency w_ll depend on nozzle, gram,
and injector design. The assumpuon was mat a final
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Figure 40. Design optimization process.
motor design would have features which promote good
efficiency,
To simplify the trade s'cudy, the case outside
diameter for the fi.dl-sized motors was fixed at 150
inches. Early work with the flail-sized motors showed
large changes in diameter gave large changes m length,
but small changes in ideal velocity. Diameter was fixed
to avoid the difficulty of comparing motors of similar
ideal velocity but with dissimilar shapes. Similarly,
diameter for the bulk of the quarter-sized trade studies
was fixed at 75 in. (one-fourth of the cross-sectional
area). The classical, pressure-fed configuration was
chosen to study the effect of diameter on the
quarter-sized motors.
The gas generator designs were not optLmized, since
the CP and wagon wheel grain designs currently
available in r.he hybrid ballistics module are not suitable
to the gas generator hybnd and the ASRM trace.
However, care was taken to produce good point designs.
Point design configurations were guided by the results of
previous studies.
Trade Studies
The results of each trade study are covered m separate
sections. The trade studies covered are:
1. Grain design.
2. Fuel formulation.
3. Hybrid type.
4. Hybrid size.
5. Tank material.
6. Quarter-sized diameter.
7. Full-sized length.
8. Oxidizer feed system.
A general discussion on hybnd baUisucs is necessary.
to provide an understanding of the more detailed trade
studies. The discussion on hybnd ballistics is further
expandedin the sections,on graindesignand fuel
formulationthatfollow.Theremainingtradestudiesare
primarilycomparisonsof optimizeddesignsof different
configurations.
Hybrid Ballistics
In this trade study, three typesof hybridswere
considered.Theclassicalhybridhasasolidfuelgrain,
withoxidizerinjectionattheheadend.Theafterburner
hybridis like the classicalhybrid,but oxidizeris also
injecledin anafterburningcombustionchamber.The
regressionrate correlation
atterburnmghybridsis
r = apnG m
G
p
a =
rl, l'i'l --
r =
for the classicaland
mass flow of oxidizer/
fuel grain port area
chamber pressure
regression coefficient
regression exponents
fuel regression rate
The flux term is a key fearu.re of the classical and
afterburnmg hybrid regression rate correlation. Fuel
mass flow rate is the product of regression rate, surface
area, and fuel density. Since flux depends on port area
(gram geometry), grain geometry affects fuel mass flow
rate by affecting both regression rate and surface area.
The gas generator hybrid is similar to a solid rocket.
It has the SR.M regression rate con'elation (r = aPn)
since no fuel is injected down the bore, and it uses live
fuel. Unlike a solid rocket, the fuel grain is mixed
fuel-rich;the balance ofthe oxidizerneeded toproduce
near-stochiomeu'ic combustion is injected in an
afterburnmg combustion chamber.
All three hybrids types are thrordable.Like liquid
rockets,hybrid performance depends on O/F. A goal of
hybrid design isto be able to throttlethe oxidizerwhile
operating at or near the optimum O/F.
For the inertfuel hybrids, increasingthe oxidizer
flow rate increaseschamber pressure and flux,both of
which increasethe fuelregressionrate.Ifthe regression
rate coeffecient,exponents, and fuel geometry match,
the oxidizer could be throttled without deviating from
the optimum O/F. Because the gas generator hybrid
regression rate has no flux dependence, it is more
difficult to maintain the optimum O/F while throttling.
Grain Design
Figure .t I is a schematic of the multiport wagon wheel
and center-perforated (CP) grain types used in the
trade studies. The mult_port wagon wheel could have
two or more ports. As the number of ports mcreases, the
surface area increases and the web decreases. Low
regression rate propellants require a large number of
ports. Mulupon wagon wheels wail have sliver or require
supports in the areas shown. Additionally, they may
require a more complex injection system than CP grains.
Because CP grains lack sliver, they are preferable so
long as the regression rate is high enough _.o allow good
volumemc loading.
Sliver/Support
1
Four-Port CP
F_Kur'e 41. Fuel grain configurations.
Grain designs with several small ports and a high
LIDh may promote better mixing of fuel and oxadizcr
and therefore have higher combustion efficiency than
gram designs have large ports and a Iow L/Dh.
Technology areas that need improvement are:
1) prediction of combustion efficiency and 2) promo-
tion of combusuon efficiency.
Both CP and multipon grainsprovide progressive
surface area and progressive port area traces. As witl be
shown, these characteristics are well suited to the
classical and afterburner hybrids.
Figures 42 through 45 show detailed ballistics for
the classical, pressure-fed, full-sized configuration.
The fuel simulated was HTPB/ZrdGAP. Regression rate
pressure exponent was 0.35; the flux exponent was
0.681. Regression rate coeffecient, grain geometry., and
nozzle geometry were varied to produce opumum
designs.
Figure 42a shows the surfacearea versusweb traces
for both four-port and CP designs. Both tracesare
progressiveand linear,and for both tracesthe surface
area approximately doubles.The CP has approxdmately
one-half the surface area and double the web of dae
four-port grain.
Figure 42b is a fuel regression rate plot for the two
designs. Again the shape of the curves ts slmilar, but ",.he
magmtudes aiffer greatly. In order to employ a CP, the
full-sized classical hybrid must deliver initial regressmn
rates of approxamately 0.6 m.lsec. The four-port design
52
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Figure 42. Comparison off our-port and CP ballistics.
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Figure 43. Classical hybrid /_p performance.
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requires only 0.25 in./sec. Both curves show regression
rates which decrease by a factor of three over the course
of the simulauon. The regression rates decrease because
the port areas increase. The regression rate curves have
the general shape as the thrust trace. This variauons m
regression rate track variations m the oxidizer mass flow
rate.
Figure 42c shows that both gram types deliver
essentially the same fuel mass flow history. The CP grain
has a low surface area and requires a high regression
rate. The four-port gram has more high surface area
and a lower regression rate. Both motor designs
combine increasing surface area and decreasing
regression rate to produce fuel mass flow histories very
similarto the required thrusttrace.
Figure 43a isthe OFF traceforthe four-portdesign.
The CP design would have a sLmilarcurve.The system
optimum OFF for thisconfigurationwas justunder 1.5.
The classicalhybrid operated fuel-richinitially,and
fuel-leanatthe end of burn. Figure 43b shows the I_p
penalty for operating away from the optimum OFF. To
maintain the optimum OFF withthe ASILM thrusttrace,
the fueldeliveryneeds tobe more progressive.Sincethe
surfacearea traceisalreadyveryprogressive,the way to
make the fueldeliverymore progressiveisto make the
regressionratedecrease lessby reducingthe valueofthe
flux exponent.
Figure 44 shows how flux exponent affects OFF
operation. As flux exponent is reduced from 0.681 to
0.5, the overall slope of the OFF curves changes from
positive to negative.
Because these curves were generated with a
regression rate pressure exponent of zero, they have
more variation than the OFF curves for HTPB/Zn/GAP.
Because the fuel regression rate responds only to flux,
the fuel mass flow rate cannot track the oxidizer flow
rate as closely. The flux and pressure exponents strongly
affect the ability of the motor to maintain operation near
the optimum OFF.
In addition to tailoring pressure and flux exponents,
an afterburnmg combustion chamber can maintain
operation near the optimum OFF. Figure 45 includes a
series of curves for a full-sized, pressure-fed, four-port
hybrid with HTPB/Zn/GAP fuel. For this hybrid, the
gram has the same regression rate characterisucs as the
classical hybrid. The grain OFF curve is similar to the
classical hybrid, except that the curve begins more
fuel-rich, and ends near the opumum O/F. Figure 45b
shows the rate of oxidizer flow to the aft combustion
chamber needed to maintain the motor opumum OFF.
The Isl_ curve (Figure 45c) shows that the attert)urmng
hybrid maintains a high l_p throughout the burn. Isp is
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Afterburning hybrid ballistic
performance.
not constant since throat erosion degrades expansion
ratio, and pressure decreases through the burn.
For the afterburning hybrid, the benefit of
increased Isp must be weighed against the increased
comple_ty, cost, and inert weight of the addiuonal
injection system.
Figure 46 shows a series of curves for the full-sized,
pressure-fed gas generator hybrid. The surface area
trace is radical compared to the inert fuel hybrids, and
requares a complex grain design. This trace was
necessary to maintain operauon near the deszred O/F
(Figure 46b).
The gas generator operates at a Iow O/F because a
large percentage of the oxidizer is contained in the fuel
gram. For the gas generator hybrid, O/F was defined as
the Liquid oxidizer flow rate/flow rate from the solid
grain.
System Fuel Trade Studies
A comprehensive fuel and oxidizer study was conducted
by Thiokol's propellant lab. (g) Isp, density, exhaust
products, and safety were considered. Based on the
results of this study, LOX was selected as the oxidizer,
HTPB/A_N/AI was selected as the gas generator fuel,
and three inert fuels were selected for the classical and
afterburning hybrids. The fuel trade studies discussed in
this secuon w,_re conducted at the propulsion system
level.
The following discussion concerns the three inert
fuels which were selected for the classical and
afterburmng hybrids. The fuels were HTPB, HT/Zn,
and HTPB/Zn/GAP. The important fuel characteristics
m the system trade studies were regression rate, Isp
versus O/F, and density.
Table 12 is a comparison of several fuel
characteristics. Shuttle propellant and the gas generator
fuel are included in the table for comparison. HTPB has
the b_ighest peak Isp, and operates at the highest O/F. It
has the lowest density, the lowest achievable regression
rate, and no regression rate pressure dependence.
HT'PB/Zn/GAP has the lowest Isp at the lowest O/F, but
it has the highest density and the highest achievable
regression rate. The HTPB/Zn charactensucs are
intermediate to those for HTPB and HTPB/Zrv'GAP.
The inert fuel regression rate charac;enstics are
based on laboratory-scale (2-in.-diameter) cost finngs.
The-regression rate for the gas generator propellant was
estimated based on regression rates of szmilar AN
propellants.
The moralized fuels have nonzero regresszon rate
pressure exponents. The metalized fuels also hold the
promise of low flux exponents compared to HTPB. The
flux exponent for HTPB was experimentally determined
to be 0.681. In the trade studies, this was the vaiue of
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Fuel
HTPB
HT/Zn
HT/ZnlGAP
HT/AN/AI
(gas generator)
TPH- 1148 (Shuttle)
Table 12. Comparison of I_el characteristics.
led at* DensiW Achievable • * Regression
STOCHIO O/F (Ibm/in.3) Rate (in./sec) Pressure
304.442.15 0,0331 0.035 0
284.1/1.9 0.0780 -- O. 35
290.1/1.5 0.0814 0.25 0.35
276.5/0.3 0.0650 0.2 0.4
265.9 0.0641 0.4.35 0.35
HTP8 has highest Isp, lowest density, highest O/F, no pressure dependance
Rate • * •
Exponents
Flux
0.681
0.5?
0.4
0
0
• HT/Zn/GAP has lowest Isp, highest density, highest regression rate capability, and lowest O/F
• HT/Zn has high density but lower regression rate than HT/ZntGAP
• Gas generator fuel--Very low O/F (already oxidizer in fuel)
• Metaiized fuels promise low flux exponent
• Vacuum theroetical at 1,000 psia and 5:1 expansion ratio
°°.1,000 psi and 0.5 Ibmtsec in. 2
• * •Flux emponent of 0.681 used in trades for ineret fuet hybrids
!6
flux exponent used for all the inert fuels since better
informauon was not available when the trade studes
were conducted.
Figure 47 shows how Isp varies with O/F for the
three fuels. All curves have the same general shape. The
curves rise steeply to approxamately 80 percent of the
mammum Isp, roll gently to the maxamum value, then
fall off gradually as the mixture gets increasingly
oxidizer-rich.
It is significant that the peak Isp for each fuel occurs
at a different O/F. The Stoichiometnc O/F is important
from a system standpoint because it indicates the
relative sizes of the fuel and oxidizer portions of the
motor.
Figure 48 plots temperature, beta, and Isp with O/F
for HTPB/ZrgGAP. These characteristics are similar for
the other two inert fuels. The general shape of the Isp
curve has already been discussed. The temperature
curve is similar in shape to the Isp curve, but it drops off
steeper on the fuel-rich side of Stoichiometric and peaks
at a higher O/F than the Isp curve. Beta is essenUany
zero for O/F ratios below 0.7, and increases
quadrat.ically thereafter. The shuttle propellant has a
beta of 0.103 and" a flame temperature of 5640°F. Beta
and temperature can be related to nozzle and insulation
erosion. Since shuttle values are lower than those for
HTPB/Zn/GAP at useful O/F ratios, the hybrid
envu'onment may be more severe than the solid rocket
env_'onment. Nozzle and insulation erosion in the
hybrid environment needs to be characterized.
Operating fuel-rich has advantages. Less erosion
would mean that less case and nozzle insulation is
necessary. Less nozzle erosion would result in less Isp
degradation.
Figure 49 shows how O/F affects theoretical Isp and
average Isp. These curves were generated assuming silica
phenolic nozzle throat material and the erosion rate
equation given previously. The calculations were done
assuming an initial expansion ratio of 7.5, a constant
pressure of 750 psia, and a constant O/F. Silica phenolic
is not sensitive to beta erosion, but is sensitive to
temperature. Therefore, the increased loss of Isp at
higher O/F rauos is due to higher flame temperatures.
These curves show little increase in Isp loss as O/F
increases; however, the trend is to operate fuel-rich.
To compare the fuels at the system level, motors
were optimized with each fuel. The motor designs are
compared in Table 13. All motors were of the full-sized,
classical, pressure-fed configurauon, _nr,h 2219 alumi-
num tanks and D6AC steel cases. Case diameter for all
motors was fixed at 147.9 inches. The HTPB motor
opum_zed to this diameter. All the motors used the
_our-port wagon wheel grain design. Regression rate
coeffecient, grain geometry, and nozzle parameters
were vaned until optimum designs were found.
All designs have equivalent ideal velocity perform-
ance, therefore the baseline fuel selection was based on
other cntena. The HTPB grain is nearly twice as Iong as
the metalized grams, and the motors hav_ng metaLized
propellants were about 500 m. sho_er. Akhough length
is excessive, the HTPB motor is the lightest. The HTPB
motor has the highest Isp and requires the least
propellant. Because HTPB has low density, long grams
are required to achieve the needed mass flow. The
HTPB grain was optimized to the port L/Dh constraint.
The grains feau.u-ing the high-density metalized _els
were not L/Dh constrained.
Pressure-fed hybrids operate at lower pressures
than are typical for solid rockets. The oxygen tank was
designed to 200 psi more than the case, so pressure-fed
hybrids carry a significant inert weight penalty.
Therefore, all designs optimized to maximum pressures
lower than 700 psi. The HTPB design has the longest
tank and the longest case. Therefore, it optimized to the
lowest pressure. For all the designs, the liquid tanks are
more than twice as heavy as the fuel cases.
The HTPB motor operated at the highest average
O/F, and required the most oxidizer. The HTPB motor
operated fuel-lean, while the metaLized fuel motors
operated fuel-rich. The HTPB design would have
operated fuel-rich if the port LIDh constraint had not
been reached.
The fuel mass fraction is defined as the weight of the
fuel/weight of the fuel plus fuel inert weight. The
oxidizer mass fraction is similarly defined. The average
O/F will tend to optimize from Stoichiometric to rich in
the propellant which has the higher mass fraction. For
the metaLized fuels, the fuel mass fraction was much
higher than the oxidizer mass fraction. For HTPB, the
fuel mass fraction was slightly higher than the oxidizer
mass fraction. Since the oxidizer tank is mounted above
the fuel tank, fuel-rich operauon allows a lighter
intertankstructure.
Apparent density is a means of comparing the
loading of the oxidizer tank and the fuel case. Apparent
density is the product of density and volumetric loading.
LOX has a density of 0.0413 and a volumeunc loading of
0.97, for an apparent density of 0.0401. Volumetric
loading of the fuel will depend on the grain design. A
very, good volumetric loading for perforated grains is
0.88.The densityof HTPB is0.0331, so itcannot equal
the apparent density of LOX. Because the metaiized
fuels are over twace as dense as LOX. they can have
poor volumetric loading and sull equal the apparent
density of LOX. If the apparent density of fuel and
oxadizer are equal, and, if the case and tank are of the
same diameter and if the case and tank operate at the
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Table 13. Effects of fuel formulation on motor design.
Fuel HTPB HT/Zn HT/ZntGAP
AV if/s) 8,729 8.724 8,710
Booster Weight {Ibm) 1,317,265 1,321,700 1,340,900
Total Booster Length {in.) 2,583 2,137 2,049
Grain Length (in.] 952 524 513
Vec Is_ average (s} 280.7 279.4 273.1
L/Dh Grain Port 30.0* 13.9 16.8
Pmax (l_ia) 531 688 672
Weight Case (Ibm) 34,390 26.850 25,940
Weight Uquid Tank (Ibm) 72,300 80,900 74,340
Weight Oxidizer (Ibm| 786,900 739.800 690,800
OIF Average 2.16 1.77 1.40
STOCHIO O/F 2.15 1.90 1.50
Fuel Density (Ibmlin.3) 0.0331 0.0780 0.0814
Volume Loadlng 0.737 0.634 0.756
Apparent Density {Ibm/in.3) 0.0244 0.0495 0.0615
Apparent Density FuellOX 0.51 1.24 1.54
Mils Fraction Fuel 0.9087 0,9279 0.944
Mau Fraction OX 0.9071 0,8966 0.8923
Average Regression Rate (in./s} 0.118 0.112 0.122
• Baseline configuration, 4-port
• Metalized fuels allow more compact motors
* Metalized fuels approximately twice as dense as LOX
• Metaiized fuels allow higher operating pressure
• For metalized fuels, fuel mass fraction is better than oxidizer mass fraction--Operate
fuel rich
• HT booster length is excessive but offers lightest booster
* Constraint goo_o.7o
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same pressure, then case and tank will have nearly the
same weight-per-unit len_h.
All the motors had four-port grain designs;
therefore, aLl optimized :o relauvely high regression
rates. GAP is the only ingredient tested to date which
yields relauvely high regression rates and allo_
regression rate tallorabflity. For this reason, the
HTPB/Zn/GAP fuel was used as a baseline. HTPB/Zn
and HTPB would require fuel grains with more ports if
regression rates were constrained to currently achiev-
able values.
GAP has disadvantages. It is expensive and
availability is Limited. GAP is a Class B explosive.
However, HTPB/Zn/GAP fuel is inert. Ingredients
similar to GAP may enhance regression rate without
having GAP's disadvantages. This is a technology area
that requires further investigation.
Hybrid Type
Table 14 is a comparison of furl-sized, pressure-fed
designs. Classical, afterburner, and gas generator
hybrids are compared. The afterburner hybrid has
minimal performance gain compared to the classical
hybrid. The classical hybrid operated weU enough to
have an average Isp only 1.1 sec lower than that for the
afterburner. If the thrust trace and fuel characteristics
were different, the afterburner might prove more
effective. For this case, the Is)) increase offered by the
afterburner is almost enth'ely offset by the additional
inert weight. The afterburner also requires additional
combustion chamber length, which results in an overall
longer booster even though the afterburner fuel grain is
shorter.
The gas generator hybrid has considerably less ideal
velocity than either of the inert fuel hybrids. However,
the gas generator hybrid was not opumized to the same
extent as the other concepts. Complex grain op 'tuniza-
tion is not currendy available for the gas generator
hybrid in the hybrid design program. However, care was
taken to provide a good point design. A formal grain
design was not done; instead a surface-web table was
input (Figure 46a) which allows the gas generator to stay
near the optimum O/F of 0.3. Formal gram design
would be an intensive process, beyond the scope of the
Phase I effort. A gram design which approaches the
desired surface-web history would be designed. The
surface-web history would then be input to the hybrid
design code, and the performance analyzed. Imual
results indicated that grams with good volumetric
loading (low inert weight) would not be able to follow
the surface-web trace very well, and therefore suffer an
Isp penalty. Several grain design iterations would be
necessary to determine the best performing design.
Because the gas generator fuel is 65% AN, it requires
relauvely Little additional oxidizer and has a relatively
long grain. Grain length was estimated based on fuel
weight, volumetric loading, and final surface area.
Because the gas generator has a small LOX tank and,
therefore, a small tank inert weight penalty, a relatively
high operating pressure was chosen.
Table 14. Comparison of hybrid types.
Classical After Burner Gas Generator
Ideal Velocity (fps) 8,702 8,718 8,581
Booster Weight (Ib) 1,338,000 1,334,000 1,349,000
Booster Length (in.) 2,012 2,049 2,331
Fuel HT/Zn/GAP HT/Zn/GAP AN/AItHT
Grain Length (in.) 487 470 1,400
Vac Isp Average (sec) 274.0 275.1 277.8
Prnax (psia) 674 652 1,045
• Fullsize, pressure fed
• Afterburner and ctassica| have equivalent performance
• Gas generator performance good--Not optimized
6O
Hybrid Size
Table 15 is a comparison of full- and quarter-sized
designs. Both were classical, pressure-fed designs with
HTPB/ZrYOAP fuel. These designs employed revised
liquid tank weight correlations and TVC nozzles. The
full-sized booster has a slight ideal velocity advantage,
due primarily to its higher expansion rauo and resultant
higher Isp. The full-sized motor has a diameter of 150
inches. The quarter-sized motor diameter was set at 75
in. (one-fourth of the cross-sectional area). For both
motors, the nozzle ex/t outside diameter was con-
strained to the case outside diameter, and for both
motors this limited performance. The chief advantage of
the quarter-sized motor was it could employ a CP gram
design instead of the four-port wagon wheel requared of
the full-sized motor. The quarter-sized motor was
shorter than the full-sized motor, but has an
unattractive booster L/D of almost 24.
Quarter-Sized Diameter Study
The bulk of the quarter-sized trade studies was done
with the diameter fixed at 75 inches. The decision.to fix
diameter was based on early work with the fuLl-sized
motors, which showed performance to be msensitive to
diameter. This trade was clone to determine if the trends
differed with the quarter-sized motors. Table 16 is a
comparison of two quarter-sized motors. These motors
Table 15. Comparison of full- and
quarter-sized designs.
are both classical, pressure-fed designs with HTPB/Zn/
GAP fuel. These motors were designed wath the re_sed
[iqtud tank correlations and have "I-VC nozzles. The
motor diameters considered were 75 and 90 inches.
The 90-in. motor has nearly a 100-f'ps advantage
over the 75-in. motor. This performance advantage is
due primarily to the nozzle emt outside diameter
constraint. The 90-in. motor enjoys the Isp advantage
which the 6.6 expansion ratio provides, while the 75-in.
motor only has an expansion rauo of 4.5. The 90-in.
motor has a conventional booster L/D, while the 75-in.
motor has a high L/D. However, with currently
achievable regression rates, the 90-in. diameter is too
large for a CP grain, and therefore requares a rnuduport
grain configuration.
Length-Constrained Design
The hybrids discussed in this study were evaluated based
on performance in applications to shutr, le and Shuttle C.
The flail-sized designs previously discussed have been
longer than the shuttle solid rocket booster (SRB) length
of 1790 inches. A designed constrained to SRB length
was done to determine how much performance would
be lost by shortening the motor. The full-sized,
classical, pressure-fed configuration, with 2219 alumi-
num tank, D6AC case, and HTPB/Zn/GAP fuel was the
pomt of departure, These designs were done with the
Table I6. Quarter-sized diameter study.
Ful_.J Quarter Case Diameter (in.) 75 90
No. boosters 2 8 Ideal Velocity {fps) 8,525 8,623
Ideal Velocity (fps) 8,584 8,525 Booster Length 1,774 1,248
Grain Length (in.} 491 526 Motor L/D 23.7 13.9
Booster Length (in.] 1,909 1,774 Pmax 580.0 600.0
Vac Average Isp (s) 268.2 274.7
Booster L/D 12.7 23.7
Total Booster Weight 346,000 337,500
Diameter (in.) 150 75 G/F Average 1.42 1.29
Grain Type 4/port CP Web 16.3 14.6
Max Pressure (psia} 585 580 Grain Design CP 2 port
Initial Expansion Ratio 4.5 6.6
Vac Isp Average (sec) 268.8 268.2
Initial Expansion Ratio 4.75 4.53 • Classical, pressure fed
• New liquid exchanges, flex bearing nozzle
• Classical, pressure fed, AI tank • 90 in. motor requires two ports, offers
• UIxlated liquid exchanges, flex bearing nozzle good L/D, good performance
• Full and quarter provide similar performance = Nozzle OD constraint hurts 75 in. motor
• Quartersize quarter CSA = > allows CP
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revised liquid system weight correlations, and employ
TVC nozzles. For both designs, motor diameter was
fixed at 150 inches. The length-constrained motor was
not required to meet the ASRM total Isp. The
length-constrained motor followed the ASRM thrust
trace until the propellant was consumed. It did meet all
other requirements and constraints. Table 17 is a
comparison of the constrained and unconstrained
designs. The constrained motor met SRB length by
removing fuel and oxidizer, thereby shortemng case and
tank. The length-constrained design reduced total Isp
and ideal velocity. The ideal velocity penalty for
shortening the motor was 2. I f-ps/inch.
Thelength-constrained motor operated more
fuel-rich than the unconstrained design since HTPB/
Zn/GAP loads more compactly than LOX. Fuel-rich
operation resulted in a relatively larger fuel tank and
relatively smaller oxidizer tank. Since the oxidizer tank
operates 200 psi higher than the case, the optimizer
took advantage of the shift in case and tank size by
operating at higher pressure. Even though the
length-constrained design operates farther from the
stoichiometanc Isp than the unconstrained design,
operation at higher pressure allowed the constrained
motor to deliver higher Isp than the unconstrained
motor.
Tank Material
This comparison shows how lightweight oxi'dizer tanks
affect the system. The tank materials traded were
lightweight graphite epoxy and 2219 aluminum. The
full-sized, pressure-fed configuration was used to
compare the designs. The fuel used was HTPB/Zn/GAP
and D6AC steel was the case material.
Table 18 shows the lightweight graphite epoxy tank
results in a significantly different design. The graphite
epoxy tank design combines inert weight savings and an
Isp increase to provide an ideal velocity increase of 2S-I
tips. The Isp increase is a result of the decreased tank
inert weight, which allowed chamber pressure and
expansion ratio to be higher. This ideal velocity
difference is equivalent to a payload increase of 12,350
lb.
With the aluminum tank booster, the tank weighs
almost three tames as much as the case. With the
graphite epoxy tank, case and tank weigh essentially the
same. With the graphite epoxy tank, the oxadizer mass
fraction is slightly better than the fuel mass fraction. The
graphite epoxy design stall operated fuel-rich, since
fuel-rich products are less damaging to the nozzle throat
and to the case msulauon.
For the pressure-fed configuration, the graphite
epoxy tank produces a lighter, more compact motor,
with enhanced payload capability. Pump-fed configura-
tions have low-pressure, low-weight oxidizer tanks, and
will not realize as much benefit. Fuels which operate at a
higher O/F would show more benefit from a graphite
epoxy tank since these fuels require larger oxidizer
tanks. While the performance increase from the
lightweight tank is attractive, it is not requLred to make a
full-sized hybrid booster feasible. However, for the
Table 17. Length constrained design.
Booster Total Length (in.)
Indeai Velocity (fps)
Total Impulse (Mlbflsec]
Max Pressure (psia)
Vac Isp (sec)
Total Booster Weight (Ib)
O/F Average
Initial Expansion Ratio
Burn Time
Unconstrained Constrained
1,909 1,792
8,584 8,343
323.2 307.3
585 747
268.8 272.5
1,374,000 1,310,000
1.42 1.27
4.8 5.9
129.8 114.7
150 in. diameter, classical, pressure fed, revised tank weight
TVC nozzle
Constrained to RSRM length
Performance penalty-- 2.1 fps/inch
correlations,
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Table I8.
AV (fps)
Weight Case {Ib)
Weight Tank (Ib)
Pmax (psia)
Vac Isp (see)
Total Booster Weight {Ib)
Total Booster Length (in.)
• Fuilsize, classical, pressure fed
Tank material study.
2219
8,702
25,745
76,580
674
274.0
1,338,000
2,012
• OX tank single largest inert weight
• GRE allows more compact, lighter motor, higher Isp
Result: Large payload increase
• Major benefit with pressure feed system
• Not critical hybrid technology
GRE
8,986
32,394
32,670
919
280.7
1,276,000
1,969
pressure-fed system, the graphite epoxy tank offers the
highest performance payoff of the tet.hnologies
considered in this study.
A trade study not conducted was the use of graphite
epoxy instead of D6AC for the case. However, the
results of that trade study can be predicted based on the
results of the tank material trade. The results would be
similar to, but not as dramatic as, using graphite epoxy
for the LOX tank since the case is much smaller and has
a lower design pressure than the LOX tank. It is not
recommended to use graphite epoxy for the case unless
graphite epoxy were used for the tank, since the
aluminum tank is the single largest inert weight and
Limits operating pressure. Without graphite epoxy for the
tank material, the inert weight and Isp benefits would be
small. Graphite epoxy for the case would provide more
benefit for low-density fuels like I-rl'?B, which require a
relauvely long case. Graphite epoxy for the case and
tank would allow higher pressure and higher Isp than
graphite epoxy for just the tank.
Feed System
In this trade study pressure- and pump-fed oxidizer
delivery, systems were compared. The trade study was
conducted on the fullsized, classical configurauon using
HT'PB/ZrdGAP fuel and 2219 aluminum tanks. The
pump-fed system offers a Lightweight tank since the tank
needs to hold only enough pressure so prime the pump
and to provide adequate suffness for structural stability.
The trends seen in this trade study are smailar to
those seen in the tank material trade study; however,
the pump offers the greatest performance increase seen
in this study. Table 19 shows the comparison of r_he
pump- and pressure-fed designs. The ideal velocity
increase is equivalent to a payload increase of 18,700 lb.
The reduction in tank pressure reduces tank weight by
55,000 lb. This allows the motor to operate at higher
pressure and achieve a higher Isp. The higher pressure
does result in a heavier fuel case, but allows the use of a
lower regressionrate fuel.Because regressionrateisa
function of pressure, the higher pressure pump-fed
design delivered a higher average regressionrate even
though it optimized to a lower regression rate
coeffecient.
Combining pump feed with a graphite epoxy tank
would not provide significantly more performance than
just the pump-feed system since the graphite epoxy tank
would not be able to provide much additional weight
savings. The pump-feed system would show more
advantage for HTPB or similar designs, since these fuels
operate at a higher OIF and require larger oxygen tanks.
Design Summaries
This section includes summaries of twelve designs which
were presented to General Dynamics. General Dynam-
ics used this informauon to select one fuil-slzed and one
quarzer-sized concept for detailed design. Six designs
are included for each size. Pump- and pressure-{ed
system deslgns are summarized for each hybrid type
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Table 19. Feed system study.
Pressure Pump
Ideal Velocity {fps) 8,702 9,132
Total Booster Weight (lb) 1,338,000 1,260,000
Tank Weight (Ib) 76,580 20,940
Case Weight (Ib} 25,750 34,410
Max Pressure (psia) 674 947
Expansion Ratio 5.6 7.3
Average O/F 1.47 1.4.4
Vac Avg Isp 274.0 281.7
Total Booster Length (in.) 2,012 1,982
• Full-size, classical, HT/ZntGAP, 150 in. diameter
• Pump offers greatest performance increase
• Liquid tank has high inert weight
• Liquid tank forces low operating pressure
• Ideal velocity difference _ 18,700 Ib payload
• Greater performance difference with HTPB and HT/Zn
• GD trade: performance versus complexity and cost
(classical, aherburner, and gas generator). All the
designs employ 2219 aluminurr tanks and D6AC steel
cases. The designs are sttmmarized in Tables 20 through
23.
The classical and aherburner designs were opti-
mized to a greater extent than the gas generator designs.
The difference in performance for the pump- and
pressure-fed gas generator designs is due to the
difference in men weight. Gas generator operation was
not tailored to the feed system; however, the gas
generator designs would show LiMe difference in
performance since the gas generator designs have small
oxidizer systems.
The tank weights shown for the quarter-sized
designs were initiallyscaled with diameter. For the
pressure-fed designs, the liquid tank weight is
approximately one-half of what it should be, and
operatingpressure ishigherthan itwould be ifthe tank
weight were correct.Were the tank weight correlation
correcdy scaled, there would be more ideal velocity
difference between the quarter-sized, pump- and
pressure-fed designs.The quarter-sized,pressure-fed
motors should have approximately the same ideal
velocityand operate atapproxamately the same pressure
as the corresponding full-sizedmotors. The tank
weightsare correctforthe f_tLlsizedmotors. Because oi
the differenttreatment of tank weights, designs of
different diameter cannot be directly compared.
However, these designs can be used to selectthe best
full-and quarter-sized com.epts.
Point Designs
After review of the designsummaries presented above,
General Dynamics rated the classical,pressure-fed
configurationasbest overall.General Dynamics revised
LOX tank weight correlationsand asked Thiokol for
severalpoint designs.The requested designs were:
• Full-sized,150-in.-diameter (Figure 50)
• Length-constrained, 150-m.-diameter
(Figure 51)
• Quarter-sized, 75-in.-diameter (Figure 52)
• Quarter-sized, 90-in.-diameter (Figure 53)
All the designs employ 2219 aluminum for the
oxidizer tank, D6AC steel for the case, HTPB/ZnJGAP
fuel, and LOX. These designs also use submerged
Flexseal nozzles, rather than fixed external nozzles
which were used inthe trade studies.These designswere
also included in revised oxidizer system weight
correlations.
Although these designs have differentnozzles and
oxidizer system weight correlations, the trends noted in
the trade studies still hold. The designs optimized to low
pressure and fuel-rich operation. The quarter- and
fuJ.]-sized designs had essentially the same performance.
The length- constrained design operated very fuel-rich
m order to take advantage of the compact loading
afforded by the high-denslty fuel. The 90-in..
quarter-sized motor had the best performance since it
6,$
Table 20. Full.sized pump-fed design summaries.
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
AVERAGE PRESSURE, PSIA
MEOP, P S IA
B_RNTIME, SEC
AVERAGE THRUST, LBF
AVG VAC SPECIFIC IMPULSE, LBF-SEC/LBM
TOTAL VAC IMPULSE, LBF-SEC
DELTA VELOCITY, FT/SEC
607.8 693.3 741.I
1041.7 1072.1 1150.0
129.5 129.6 129.8
2494821. 2492917. 2490309.
281.69 288.06 277.78
3.23051E+08 3.23067E+09 3.23196E÷08
9.13242E+03 9.17945E+03 8.79428E+03
GRAIN GEOMETRY DATA
WEB THICKNESS, IN
GRAIN LENGTH, IN
NUMBER OF PORTS
PORT OUTSIDE RADIUS, IN
PORT HEIGHT-TO-RADIUS RATIO
INITIAL PORT BURNBACK DISTANCE, IN
RESERVE DISTANCE BETWEEN PORTS, IN
PORT LENGTH-TO-HYDRAULIC DIA RATIO
GRAIN VOLUMETRIC LOADING
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOW RATE
MAXIMUM OXIDIZER FLOW RATE
15.95 16.14 17.20
478.23 456.37 1400.00
4 4 i
56.79 56.59 26.61
0.57786 0.57158 9.58680
1.00 1.00 1.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
15.38 14.87 0.00
0.7526 0.7588 1.0000
5232.6910 5179.8616 1993.4254
6824.2252 703%.5759 2897.0205
NOZZLE DATA
INITIAL THROAT DIAMETER, IN
AVERAGE THROAT AREA, SQ IN
INITIAL EXPANSION RATIO
AVERAGE EXPANSION RATIO
EXIT DIAMETER, IN
54.394 50.282 48.200
2376.78 2044.24 18SI.19
7.31 8.56 9.31
7.15 8.31 9.03
147.054 147.085 147.069
CASE DATA
MOTOR OUTSIDE DIAMETER, IN
CASE LENGTH (BOSS-TO-BOSS),IN
CASE LENGTH (TAN-TO-TAN),IN
CASE LENGTH (SKIRT-TO-SKIRT),IN
FORWARD OPENING DIA, IN
AFT OPENING DIA, IN
CASE CYLINDER THICKNESS,IN
150.02 150.01 150.07
579.41 608.52 1552.90
478.23 506.37 1450.00
521.26 549.36 1492.90
17.58 17.58 15.33
78.93 74.37 71.76
0.4006 0.4120 0.4413
WEIGHTS
CASE,LBM
INSULATION & LINER, LBM
NOZZLE, LBM
TVC SYSTEM, LBM
MISCELLANEOUS,LBM
IGNITER, LBM
LIQUID TANK, LBM
PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM, LBM
LIQUID FEED SYSTEM, LBM
PUMP MASS,LBM
TURBINE FUEL, LEM
FUEL CONSUMED,LBM
SLIVER, LBM
TOTAL OXIDIZER CONSUMED,LBM
OX. INJECTED THROUGH GRAIN,LBM
OX. BYPASSED TO MIXING CHAMBER, LBM
OXIDIZER RESERVE LEFT IN TANK, LBM
INTERSTAGE INERTS,LBM
T'TAL MOTOR INERTS,LBM
TO_AL PROPELLANT CONSUMED,LBM
TOTAL MOTOR, LBM
MOTOR MASS FRACTION
_tlPUT PAYLOAD WEIGHT
GROSS LIFT OFF WEIGHT (GLOW)
34414.
3867.
9449.
2393.
344.
497.
20935.
0.
ii13.
1649.
7945
469230
3133
677573
677573
0
6776
4592
89163
1146803
1235966
0. 9279
16291. 0000
1260202.
36907.
4082
9378
2045
333
498
20741
0
1149
1668
8888
4_246
3118.
671279.
585539.
85740.
6713.
4622.
91254.
1121525.
1212779.
0.9248
16291.0000
1237957.
95982.
12031.
9263.
1879.
582.
493.
7992.
0.
731.
1415
3640
904799
-i
258709
258709
0
2587
2098
135053
1163508
1298561
0.8960
16291.0000
1318492.
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Table 21. Full-sized pressure-fed design summaries.
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
AVERAGE PI_ESSURE, PSIA
MEOP, P S IA
BURNTIME, SEC
AVERAGE THRUST, LBF
AVG VAC SPECIFIC IMPULSE,L;_F-SEC/LBM
TOTAL VAC IMPULSE, LBF-SEC
DELTA VELOCITY, FT/SEC
GRAIN GEOMETRY DATA
WEB THICKNESS, IN
GitqIN LENGTH, IN
NUMBER OF PORTS
PORT OUTSIDE RADIUS, IN
PORT HEIGHT-TO-RADIUS RATIO
INITIAL PORT BURNBACK DISTANCE, IN
RESERVE DISTANCE BETWEEN PORTS, IN
PORT LENGTH-TO-HYDRAULIC DIA RATIO
GRAIN VOLUMETRIC LOADING
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOW RATE
MAXIMUM OXIDIZER FLOW RATE
NOZZLE DATA
INITIAL THROAT DIAMETER, IN
AVERAGE THROAT AREA, SQ IN
INITIAL EXPANSION RATIO
AVERAGE EXPANSION RATIO
EXIT DIAMETER, IN
CASE DATA
MOTOR OUTSIDE DIAMETER, IN
CASE LENGTH (BOSS-TO-BOSS) , IN
CASE LENGTH (TAN-TO-TAN) , IN
CASE LENGTH (SKIRT-TO-SKIRT) , IN
FORWARD OPENING DIA, IN
AFT OPENING DIA, IN
CASE CYLINDER THICKNESS, IN
WEIGHTS
CASE, LBM
INSULATION & LINER, LBM
NOZZLE, LBM
TVC SYSTEM, LBM
MISCELLANEOUS, LBM
IGNITER, LBM
LIQUID TANK, IBM
PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM, LBM
LIQUID FEED SYSTEM, LBM
PUMP MASS, LBM
TURBINE FUEL, LBM
FUEL CONSUMED, LBM
SL IVER, LBM
TOTAL OXIDIZER CONSUMED,LBM
OX. INJECTED THROUGH GRAIN, LBM
OX. BYPASSED TO MIXING CHAMBER, LBM
OXIDIZER RESERVE LEFT IN TANK, LBM
INTERSTAGE INERTS , LBM
TOTAL MOTOR INERTS, LBM
TOTAL PROPELLANT CONSUMED, LBM
TOTAL MOTOR, LBM
MOTOR MASS FRACTION
INPUT PAYLOAD WEIGHT
GROSS LIFT OFF WEIGHT (GLOW)
_as_cal Afterburner Q._..Qsalg,_
480.3 468.5 741.1
741.7 717.0 1150.0
129.1 129.8 129.8
2501077. 2489515. 2490309.
274.04 275.09 277.78
3.22929E+08 3.23129E+08 3.23196E÷08
8.70293E+03 8.71827E+03 8.58140E+03
15.90 16.63 17.20
486.94 470.43 1400.00
4 4 I
56.96 56.25 26.61
0.58052 0.55679 9.58680
1.00 1.00 1.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
15.55 15.79 0.00
0.7500 0.7730 1.0000
5424.2430 5412.7027 1993.4254
7054.3542 7377.3342 2897.0205
62.270 62.897 48.200
3094.42 3157.11 1881.19
5.57 5.46 9.31
5.48 5.37 9.03
146.957 146.951 147.069
150 01
585 54
486 94
530 36
17 58
88 23
0.2880
25745.
3855.
9297.
3136.
350.
494
76584
8145
1061
0
0
478055
3144
700356
700356
0
7004.
4617.
143431.
1178411.
1321842.
0.8915
16291.0000
1338133.
150.04
618.79
520.43
563.89
17.58
89.08
0.2788
26270
4076
9336
3199
346
494
75057
7899
1074
0.
0.
472096.
3549.
702547.
607186.
95361
7025
4656
142983
i174643
1317626
0.8915
16291.0000
1333917.
150.07
1552.90
1450.00
1492.90
15.33
71.76
0.4413
95982.
12031.
9263.
1879.
582.
493.
39158.
4665.
783.
0.
0.
904799.
-i.
258709.
258709.
0.
2587.
2098.
169520.
1163508.
1333028.
0.8728
16291.0000
1349319.
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Table 22. Quarter.sized pump-fed design summaries.
Affe_umer
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
AVERAGE PRESSURE,PSIA 808.6 756.7
MEOP,PSIA 1305.5 1199.8
BURNTIME, SEC 129.7 129.8
AVERAGE THRUST, LBF 622860. 622359.
AVG VAC SPECIFIC IMPULSE,LBF-SEC/LBM 290.18 289.66
TOTAL VAC IMPULSE, LBF-SEC 8.07827E+07 8.07807E+07
DELTA VELOCITY, FT/SEC 9.13592E+03 9.11925E+03
776.9
1231.7
129.8
622633.
278.06
8.07874E+07
8.88702E+03
GRAIN GEOMETRY DATA
WEB THICKNESS, IN 17.41 16.90 17.50
GRAIN LENGTH, IN 457.83 461.62 940.00
NUMBER OF PORTS 1 1 i
PORT OUTSIDE RADIUS, IN 18.99 19.50 26.61
PORT HEIGHT-TO-RADIUS RATIO 17.41340 16.89952 9.58680
INITIAL PORT BURNBACK DISTANCE, IN 1.00 1.00 1.00
RESERVE DISTANCE BETWEEN PORTS, IN 0.00 0.00 0.00
PORT LENGTH-TO-HYDRAULIC DIA RATIO 12.05 11.84 0.00
GRAIN VOLUMETRIC LOADING 0.7278 0.7130 1.0000
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOW RATE 1275.5638 1289.3942 497.7216
MAXIMUM OXIDIZER FLOW RATE 1676.5499 1746.2855 732.6467
22.779 23.620 23.200
432.51 463.25 446.39
10.06 9.29 9.63
9.48 8.79 9.12
72.243 71.989 71.995
NOZZLE DATA
INITIAL THROAT DIAMETER, IN
AVERAGE THROAT AREA, SQ IN
INITIAL EXPANSION RATIO
AVERAGE EXPANSION RATIO
EXIT DIAMETER, IN
CA_E DATA
MOTOR OUTSIDE DIAMETER, IN 75.05 74.99 75.00
CASE LENGTH (BOSS-TO-BOSS),IN 510.15 563.58 1042.14
CASE LENGTH (TAN-TO-TAN),IN 457.83 511.62 990.00
CASE LENGTH (SKIRT-TO-SKIRT),IN 479.17 533.02 1011.38
FORWARD OPENING DIA, IN 15.33 15.33 15.33
AFT OPENING DIA, IN 39.01 39.98 39.30
CASE CYLINDER THICKNESS, IN 0.2511 0.2311 0.2371
9551.
1766
2078
420
110
492
6578
0
578
1300
2528
112951
0
165436
165436
0
1654
623
25149
278387
303536
0.9171
4072.0000
310136.
9660
1986
2070
451
109
492
6655
0
566
1290
2401
111516
0
167360
154119
13242
1674
627
25580
278877
304457
0.9160
4072.0000
310930.
WEIGHTS
CASE, LBM
INSULATION & LINERoLBM
NOZZLE, LBM
TVC SYSTEM, LBM
MISCELLANEOOS,LBM
IGNITER,LBM
LIQUID TANK, LBM
PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM, LBM
LIQUID FEED SYSTEM, LBM
PUMP MASS,LBM
TURBINE FUEL, LBM
YUEL CONSUMED,IBM
SLIVER, LBM
TOTAL OXIDIZER CONSUMED, LBM
OX. INJECTED THROUGH GRAIN,LBM
OX. BYPASSED TO MIXING CHAMBER, LBM
OXIDIZER RESERVE LEFT IN TANK, LBM
INTERSTAGE INERTSoLBM
TOTAL MOTOR INERTS,LBM
TOTAL PROPELLANT CONSUMED, IBM
TOTAL MOTOR, LBM
MOTOR MASS FRACTION
INPUT PAYLOAD WEIGHT
GROSS LIFT OFF WEIGHT (GLOW}
17603.
4453
2041
435
192
492
2568
0
356
1089
950
225961
-3
64580
64580
0
646
353
30226
290541
320767
0.9058
4072.0000
325789.
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Table 23. Quarter.sized pressure.fed design summaries.
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
AVERAGE PRESSURE, PSIA
MEOP, PSIA
BURNTIME, SEC
AVERAGE THRUST, LBF
AVG VAC SPECIFIC IMPULSE, LBF-SEC/LBM
TOTAL VAC IMPULSE, LBF-SEC
DELTA VELOCITY, FT/SEC
748.7 556.2 776.9
1223.4 868.1 1231.7
130.1 130.3 129.8
621096. 620571. 622633.
287.03 279.88 278.06
8.08235E+07 8.08326E+07 8.07874E+07
8.89479E+03 8.94898E+03 8.81584Z+03
GRAIN GEOMETRY DATA
WEB THICKNESS, IN
GRAIN LENGTH, IN
NUMBER OF PORTS
PORT OUTSIDE RADIUS, IN
PORT HEIGHT-TO-RADIUS RATIO
INITIAL PORT BURNBACK DISTANCE, IN
RESERVE DISTANCE BETWEEN PORTS, IN
PORT LENGTH-TO-HYDRAULIC DIA RATIO
GRAIN VOLUMETRIC LOADING
AVERAGE OXIDIZER FLOW RATE
MA_IM/JM OXIDIZER FLOW RATE
17.47 16.71 17.50
479.31 480.13 940.00
1 1 I
18.93 19.77 26.61
17.46813 16.71271 9.58680
1.00 1.00 1.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
12.66 12.14 0.00
0.7295 0.7063 1.0000
1253.4289 1331.0249 497.7216
1655.0406 1809.3185 732.6467
NOZZLE DATA
INITIAL THROAT DIAMETER, IN
AVERAGE THROAT AREA, SQ IN
INITIAL EXPANSION RATIO
AVERAGE EXPANSION RATIO
EXIT DIAMETER, IN
23.898 28.282 23.200
471.53 650.47 446.39
9.08 6.50 9.63
8.64 6.28 9.12
72.009 72.095 71.995
CASE DATA
MOTOR OUTSIDE DIAMETER, IN
CASE LENGTH (BOSS-TO-BOSS),IN
CASE LENGTH (TAN-TO-TAN),IN
CASE LENGTH (SKIRT-TO-SKIRT),IN
FORWARD OPENING DIA, IN
AFT OPENING DIA, IN
CASE CYLINDER THICKNESS, IN
75.01 75.03 75.00
531.31 580.59 1042.14
479.31 530.13 990.00
500.70 551.76 1011.38
15.33 15.33 15.33
40.03 45.05 39.30
0.2356 0.1690 0.2371
WEIGHTS
CASE,LBM
INSOLATION & LINER, LBM
NOZZLE, LBM
TVC SYSTEM, LBM
MISCELLANEOUS,LBM
IGNITER,LBM
LIQUID TANK, LBM
PRESSURIZATION SYSTEH, LSM
LIQUID FEED SYSTEM, LBM
PUMP MASS,LBM
TURBINE FUEL, LBM
FUEL CONSUMED,LBM
SLIVERoLBM
TOTAL OXIDIZER CONSUMED,LBM
OX. INJECTED THROUGH GRAIN, LBM
OX. BYPASSED TO MIXING CHAMBER, LBM
OXIDIZER RESERVE LEFT IN TANK, LBM
INTERSTAGE INERTS,LBH
TOTAL MOTOR INERTS,LBM
TOTAL PROPELLANT CONSUMED, LBM
TOTAL MOTOR, LBH
MOTOR MASS FRACTION
INPUT PAYLOAD WEIGHT
GROSS LIFT OFF WEIGHT (GLOW}
9325.
1852.
2046.
462
115
492
12954
3129
593
0
0
118477
0
163109
163109
0
1631
614
33212
281586
314798
0.8945
4072.0000
318870.
7395.
2045.
2051.
647.
112.
490.
10608.
2360.
538
0
0
115434
0
173373
161078
12295
1734
631
28611
288807
317418
0.909!
4072.000(
321490.
17603.
4453.
2041.
435.
192.
492.
5156.
1247.
378.
0.
0.
225961
-3
64580
64580
0
646
353
32994
290541
323536.
0.8980
4072.0000
327608.
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Configuration ...................... Classical
Feed System ...................... Pressure
Oxidizer Tank ....................... 2219 AI
Fuel Case ........................... D6 AC
Fuel ............................ HT/Zn/GAP
Oxidizer .............................. LOX
Grain Design ............. 4-port wagon wheel
Nozzle ................ Submerged flex bearing
Ideal Velocity ...................... 8584 fps
Total Booster Weight ............. 1,374,000 lb
Vacuum Average lsp ............... 268.8 sec
Maximum Pressure ................ 585.0 #sia
Fuel Weight ...................... 497,700 Ib
OX Weight ....................... 704,600 Ib
Tank Weight ...................... 81,680 Ib
Case Weight ...................... 27,730 lb
Total inert Weight ................. 155,300 Ib
Motor Mass Fraction ................... 0.886
0.0 in. 0.00 in.
F 142.5 in.
i 1147.1 in. 150.0 in.
1909.2 in.
1217.1 in.
Figure 50. Full-sized design.
Configuration ...................... Classical
Feed System ...................... Pressure
Oxidizer Tank ....................... 2219 AI
Fuel Case ........................... D6 AC
Fuel ............................ HT/Zn/GAP
Oxidizer ............................... LOX
Grain Design .............. 2-port wagon wheel
Nozzle ............... Submerged flex bearing
Ideal Velocity ...................... 8343 fl3s
Total 8ooster Weight ............. 1,310,000 Ib
Vacuum Average Isp .............. 272.5 sec
Maximum Pressure ................ 747.0 psia
Fuel Weight ...................... 496,600 Ib
OX Weight ....................... 631,400 Ib
Tank Weight ...................... 88,260 Ib
Case Weight ...................... 26,000 Ib
Total Inert Weight ................. 165,660 Ib
Motor Mass Fraction ................... 0.872
0.0 in. 0.00 in.
142.5 in.(r
150.0 in.
1041.3 in. 150.0 in.
I 1791.7 in.
1109.6 in.
147.40 in.---]
Figure 51. Length-constrained design.
CSAO23go2a
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Configuration....................... Classical
FeedSystem...................... Pressure
OxidizerTank....................... 2219AI
FuelCase........................... D6AC
Fuel............................ HT/Zn/GAP
Oxidizer .............................. LOX
GrainDesign ........................... CP
Nozzle................ Submergedflexbearing
IdealVelocity...................... 6525fps
TotalBoosterWeight.............. 345,970Ib
VacuumAverageIsp ............... 268.2sec
MaximumPressure................ 580.0_sia
FuelWeight...................... 124,600Ib
OXWeight....................... 176,400lb
TankWeight...................... 20,300Ib
CaseWeight....................... 5,300]b
Total Inert Weight .................. 40,850 Ib
Motor Mass Fraction ................... 0.881
0.0 in. 0.00 in.
71.3 in. 75.0 in.
(
i 1114.5 in. 75.0 in.
1774.0 in.
1149.8 in.
72.26 in.
Fr"q
Figure 52. Quarter-sized 75-in.-diameter design.
Configuration ...................... Classical
Feed System ...................... Pressure
Oxidizer Tank ....................... 2219 AI
Fuel Case ........................... D6 AC
Fuel ............................ HT/Zn/GAP
Oxidizer ............................... LOX
Grain Design ............. 2-Port Wagon Wheel
Nozzle ............... Submerged Flex Bearing
ideal Velocity ...................... 8623 fps
Total Booster Weight .............. 337,500 Ib
Vacuum Average Isp .............. 274.7 sec
Maximum Pressure ................ 600.0 psia
Fuel Weight ...................... 128,500 Ib
OX Weight ....................... 165,500 Ib
Tank Weight ...................... 19,550 Ib
Case Weight ....................... 5,440 lb
Total Inert Weight .................. 39,380 ib
Motor Mass Fraction ................... 0.882
0.0 in. 0.00 in.
85.6 in.(r
90.0 in.
i 753.3 in. 90.0 in.
1247.67 in.
787.3 in.
Figure 53. Quarter-sized 90-in.-diameter design
87.61 in.-_
C3A023901 a
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was the least affected by the nozzle exit diameter
constraint. However, the 90-in. motor required a
two-port grain w_le the 75-in. motor offered a
single-port grain configurauon.
The figures indicate the general shape of the motors
and show the relative sizes of the fuel and oxidizer
portions. The L/D for all the motors is in the
conventional range, except for the 75-in. design wI'dch
has an L/D of 24. This design would tend to have
structural stabilky problems. For all the designs, the
case represents less than one-half of the overall length.
These cases have a one-segment joint, but may be short
enough that joints are not required. Storing the oxidizer
m a stretched external tank would produce very short
boosters.
4.0 TECHNOLOGY ACQUISITION PLANS
Trade studies and analyses were conducted to identify
the optimum hybrid booster concept. The u'ade studies
also served to identify, deficiencies in the exasting
technology base. The technology deficiencies identified
for the classical hybrid concept are summarized as
follows:
• Nozzle
• Opr.i.mum materials for the hybrid environ-
ment have not been identified
• Engineering data do not exkst over the wide
range of hybrid operating conditions
• PropeLlant
• Low-cost scalable approaches for regression
rate tailorability have not been demonstrated
• Insulation
• Engineering data for candidate materials
m adequate for hybrid aerothermal environ-
ment and range of operating conditions
• Ignition
• Low-cost, innocuous ignition systems speci-
fically for hybrid applications have not been
developed
• Flow and Combustion Modeling
• Scale-up of hybrid test data has historically
been unsuccessful without the capability to
model fundamental flow/combustlon phe-
nomena
• Limiting parameters such as L/D, maximum
flux level, etc., have not been established for
OOX injection
A technology acquisition plan was prepared to
address each of these deficiencies. Each of the
technology acquisition plans is then integrated into an
overall program plan for Phase If. The recommended
Phase II program builds on output from Phase I to
fiar+.her refine and incorporate any additional NASA
reqturements or deslgn definluon: technology acquis/-
r_ion activiues can then be focused at the development of
a specific design concept rather than broad-based
technology development. The overall Phase II program
culminates w_th the tesung of a 160,000-1b thrust motor
to prov:de for verification of developed technology. The
overall approach for Phase II is illustrated in Figure 5-).
Each of the technology acquisition plans has been
structured to tit wlthin an overall 2-year program as
illustrated in Figure 55. As an integrated program,
overall cost is significantly less than if each of the
technology acquisition plans was performed separately.
Thiokol developed overaLl costs for an integrated Phase
II program rather than the cost for individual technology
acqulsition plans. Each of the technology acquisition
plans will utilize common motor tests to generate
relevant data. Four sizes of motors are anticipated:
laboratory scale (2-in.), test bed (10-in.), subscale
(24-in.), and technology verification (48-in.). A
preliminary test matrix was developed to establish the
minimum number of tests required to satisfy the
requirements of each technology acquisition plan. A
total of 100 laboratory scale, 32 test bed, 12 sub-
scale, and 1 verification motors was es_mated. The
laboratory-scale motor provides for economical devel-
opment and comparative assessment of fuel formula-
tions and ignition systems. The test bed motor (sam(. as
the preburner for subscale motor) pro'Aries for
evaluation of key operating parameters such as O/F
ratios, aft mixing, and uniform gram recession. It also
provides a vehicle for economical evaluation of nozzle
and insulation materials. The 24-in. subscale motor
provides for preliminary evaluation of the overall motor
concept and confirmation of engineering predictions.
The 48-in. motor provides for an intermediate step for
scaling the hybrid concept up to large-scale booster
applications. It provides for early verification technology
development efforts. Predicted thrust and oxidizer
requirements are illustrated in Figure 56. The
technology acquisitions plans and Phase II costs are
discussed in the sections that follow.
Technology Acquisition Plans
The individual Technology Acqtmition plans are
summarized in Figures 57 through 61. Each technology
plan is categorized as enabling, engineering develop-
ment, or enhancing. Enabling technology is required for
development of a hybrid propulsion system. Engineering
development is necessary to generate engineering data
for design of hybrid booster. Enhancing technology are
those efforts that make the hybrid more attrac+.ive but
are not essenual for its development.
Nozzle and insulauon materials Technology Acqtn-
siuon plans are categorized as engineenng development.
The operating environment of a hybrid is substanually
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Technoloov Test/Desian Verification
[ 1 l e AnalysisNozzle Materials j _--_ • Subscale Testing
l i Oxy/Acetelyne Tests
Insulation Materials ]l -_ $ubscale Tests
Analysis
_ Labscale
Phase I_ IPropeilant Development Subscale Tests
Analysis
I Flow and Combustion I _ I" Code Development
"I I_: Globa, Combustion ModelModeling Geometric Constraints
I Hybrid Ignition I =1: SubscaieAIternateApproacheSTests
• Integrated test program
• 10-in. motor
• 24-in. motor
CSAG24101a
Technology
Acquisition
Motor
Figure 54. Phase H Flow Diagram.
different from that of an SRM, and the performance of
materials within this environment has not been
adequately characterized. These technology acquisition
plans are designed to identify optimum materials and
characterize their char, erosion, and structural integrity
in the hybrid environment.
Propellant development and flow and combustion
field modeling technology acquisition plans are
categorized as enabling. The development of tailorable
regression rate fuels and the ability to analyze internal
areothermalJcombustion processes in muitiport fuel
grams is essenual for hybrid development.
Fuels wath a low regression rate dictate gram designs
wath an um'easonable amount of port surface area.
Typically, a muiriport wagon wheel gram configuration is
employed to achieve the necessary surface area. For
example, a low regression rate fuel, such as t-ITPB,
would require a 12-port gram configuration for a shuttle
booster application, whereas the performance analysis
using a high regression rate fuel, H-FPB/GAP/Zn,
indicated that four-port grain design is feasible. The
greater number of ports results in a lower volumetric
loading and, consequently, a larger overall booster. A
four-port gram design wath a high regression rate fuel
results in a much smaller booster design. A four-port
gram design can be shown to fit within current shuttle
SRM envelope and still offer a performance advantage.
Historically, high regression rates have not been
demonstrated as illustrated in Figure 62. The desired
operating capability, in terms of regression rate, has not
been achieved using conventional approaches. How-
ever, fuel additives idenufied in laboratory-scale tesung
at Thiokol offer the potential of achieving the desired
operating capability. FueLs decomposing to short-bred
reactive intermediates, such as a CN radical, are the
key.
In addition to requiring a high regression rate,
tallorability of regression rate is necessary, to opumize
grain design. In its simplest form, regression fotlows the
relationship
R = AGmp n
where A is a constant, G is port flux, P is motor
pressure, and m and n are experimentally determmed
exponents. The ability to dictate the flux exponent m by
fuel formulation additives allows simple progressive
gram designs. The ability to dictate the pressure
ex-ponent n allows for fuel regresslon to follow motor
r.hrou.lmg and operate more efficiently.
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Figure 56. Technology acquisition motor.
The flow and combustion modeling technology
acquisztion plan is also categorized as enabling.
Currently, the combination of unique aerodynamics/
combustion and time-dependent processes within a
hybrid have no analogies to either solid or liquid motor
analyses. Development of analytical methodologies is
reqmred to address grain regression as a function of port
flux and pressure, predict fuel/oxidizer mixing and
a_er-burning, and minimize pressure oscillations
associated with the liquid oradizer phase transition and
the solid phase combusuon, A computational fluid
dynatmcs (CPD) approach ts reqtured to pursue studies
of fundamental phenomena in combustion and mixing
and provide the essential vehicle for design scale-up.
Additionally, a ballistics analysis code is required co
provide for economical gram design and motor
performance prediction.
Development of a hybrid ignition system is
considered an enhancing technology. Historically, it has
been shown that hybrid ignition and flame speed is a
fi.mction of iniual oxadizer flow rate. Ignition of a hybrid
can be accomplished wath any of the convenuonal,
off-the-shelf p_otechnic or hypergolic ignition sys-
tems. However, the nature of a hybrid motor readily
lends itself to skmpler, safer, less expensive systems.
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Plan Title: Nozzle Materials
Objective:
Overall--Oevelop/identify a nozzle/nozzle materials that can
operate satisfactorily in a large-scale hybrid motor
Specific
Identify optimum materials for selected hybrid concepts
Technology
Importance:
[] Enabling
[] Engineering Development
[] Enhancing
Generate engineering data over the wide range of hybrid operating conditions to
facilitate design of large-scale nozzles
Performance data Manufac'_uring data
--Erosion rate --,Materials
--Char depth --Scrappage
--Temperature distribution --Tooling
--Weight --Inspection
--Uniform/reproducible erosion/char
--Structural integrity
Technical Approach:
Input Task 1 Task 2
Requirements/Configuration
• Geometry/size
• Material
• Operating parameters
• Pressure
• Time
• Exhaust species,
! temperature
I • Row
I • Cost
; • Reliability
• NDE
• Manufacturing
• Performance
• rest erosion rate
Analytical Evaluation of
Candidate
Materials
• Environment
• Flame temperatures
• Oxidation/reduction
• Flow reaction conditions
• Beta
• Performance
• Erosion rate
• Char depth
• Temperature distributions
COnductlvlty
• Thermal expansion `/
aity f._.¢_,_, I/
Static Test
Selected Materials
In lO-tn. Motor
• Th,, rmocouples
• Erosion/char
• Integrity
Task 3 _f
• Correlate aata
• Modify
predictive
techniques
I
Task 4
[
I • Finalize material
selection for entrance,
I
._,, throat, and exit
• Verify In 24-1n.-dla
motor tests
• Assess scale-up
Task 5
Selected Material
Characterization Tests
• Thermal/mechanical
160-K
Thrust
Motor
Firing
Figure 57. Nozzle materials technology acquisition plan.
CSAO2407_a-_
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Task Summary:
• Task 1--Analytical Material Evaluation
• Evaluate erosion, char, and temperature distributions in key nozzte regions:
--Entrance
--Throat
--Exit
• Analytically evaluate candidate materials
--COP --ATJ --C-C
--SCP -PG --C-C with tungsten boron
-Quartz CP --Aluminum oxide/ --Silicon carbicie/
--K-615 aluminum oxide metalized resin
(high-density PAN)
• Determine effectiveness of design approaches
--8oundary layer control
--Heat sink
--Shroud
• Task 2--Material Testing/Evaluation
• Conduct 10-in. motor tests to evaluate selected materials ancl the effect of motor
operating conditions
• Task 3--Data Correlation
• Evaluate test data and modify predictive techniques as necessary
• Task 4--DesignlMaterial Selection Verification
• Conduct 24-in. motor tests to evaluate inlet material, throat material, exit material,
and advanced design concept(s)
• Scale-up evaluation
• Task 5--Material Charaoterization
• Obtain thermomechanicat properties for analysis, as necessary
Figure 57. Nozzle matermls technology acquisition plan (cont),
CSA(;24071 a-2
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Months
Task 1--Analytical Material
Evaluation
Task 2--Material Tasting
10-in. Motor Tests
Task 3--Predictive Techniques_
Task 4--Design Concept Evaluation
Task 5--Selected Characterization.
1
A
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
V
V
h-'--V
Figure 57. _Vozzle materials technology acqutsition plan (cont).
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Technology
Importance:
Enabling
[] Engineering Development
[] Enhancing
Overall--Identify and develop optimum fuet formulation for full-scale hy_ird _ooster
Specific
• Identify fuels and additives which allow regression rate tailoring of up to 0.2
to 0.5 at 1000 psi with 02 mass flux of 0.2 to 1.0 Ib/sec/in. 2
• Optimum approach based on cost, 13allistics, and performance
• Conduct laboratory-scale analysis and development
• Identify full-scale cost and availability potential
• Demonstrate selected fuel and oxidizer at 24-in. motor-scale level
Plan Title: Propellant Development
Objective:
i
l
Technical Approach:
Technology
Acquisition _..,
Motor --',
(48 in. ) !
J
Task 1
I
I Theoretical Laboratory-
I Ps_ormance ,,.--*"- Scale
I Analysis Evaluation
Phase I
Trades and
Analysis
Initial B&P
Work Prom
88-89
,mm m mm
I
! I
,,__ Prellmlnaw I
"- Down-Select II
Cost and Subscale
Performance 10-1n. Motor Task 3
Analysts Evaluation
Down Select
for 24-1n.
Motor
Evaluation I
Task 4 L
i Ir J
I
I Component an(= Raw
I 24-In. Motor _.., Material Sources i
--. I
I Testing -" -"" Procurement and I
I Source DeveloDment I
I I
Figure 58. Technology acquisition plan for
insulation material development.
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Task Summary:
Task I--Initial Development
• Conduct laboratory-scale motor (100-1b tr_rust)
--Pc 200 to 1.000 psi
--Mass flux 0.1 to 0.5 tb/sec/in.2
• Evaluate effectiveness of metals--Zn, W, AI
• Evaluate accelerators--Gap and analogs
• Provide initial assessment of oxidizer enhancement--Ozone
• Determine preliminary acoustic/geometry effects (L/D, configuration)
• Select fuels for 10-in. evaluation
Task 2--Cost/Performance Analysis
• Identify additive, fuel component availability/cost
--Manufacturer (venOor) coordination
--Criteria for LCC analys,s
Task 3--10-in. Motor Evaluation
• Select three candidate formulations--Base on performance/cost analysis
• Conduct six tests on each formulation--Three flux levels, three pressures
Task 4--24-in. Motor Evaluation
• Select fuel for 24-in. motor test
--Primary candidate
--Backup
• Verify regression rate assumptions at high flux levels and variety of
pressures
Figure 58. 7"echnoiogy acquisition plan for
insulation materzal development (cont).
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Month
Task 1--Lab-Scale Development
Task 2--Cost/Performance Analysis
Task 3--10-1n. Motor Evaluation
Task 4--Procurement Sequence and
24-1n. Motor Load
1
L"
3 4
^
Initial
Selection
Initial
Selection
S 6 7
Preliminary
Results
W .
Update Begin
Testing
10 11 12
t
^ IA
'Final 'Selection
I '
' _nal
Selection
Update Motor
Te_tlng
Figure 58. Technology acquisition plan for
insulation material development (cont).
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Plan Title:
Objective:
Ignition System Development Technology
Importance:
[] Enabling
[] Engineering Development
[] Enhancing
Overall--Evaluate ignition system concepts to determine the optimum characteristics
required to safely induce steady-state combustion in a shuttle-sizecl hybrid rocket
motor
Specific
• Evaluate the following ignition system concepts through laDoratory testing,
subscale motor tests, and analytical studies
• Hypergolic ignition systems
--Liquid charge hypergolic with fuel grain
--Liquid charge hypergoli¢ with the oxidizer
• Grain heating techniques
--Resistive wires embedded or bonded to fuel grain
--Localized heat source(s)
--Laser
--Heat lamp
--Resistive wires attached to grain ports
• Pyrogen ignition system
Task Summary:
Task 1--Concept Screening and Requirements Definition
• Establish feasibility and screen candidates for further study. Determine ignition
system requirements based on NASA requirements, input from primes, tests,
ancl analytical clata
• Task 2--Design Ignition System for 10-in. Subscale Motor Tests
• Create preliminary design of ignition system(s) for 10-in. motor tests. Perform
analysis, laboratory, and ignition system bench tests to verrify design(s)
• Task 3--10-in. Subscale Motor Tests
• Fabricate ignition systems for 10-in. motor tests, evaluate ignition data and
hardware performance. Correlate ignition model with data from motor tests
• Task 4--Design Ignition System for 24-in. Subscale Tests
• Select ignition system design for 24-in. motor tests. Scale up selected design.
Perform tests and analysis to support design
Figure 59. Technology acquisition plan for
ignition system development.
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• Task 5--24-in. Subscale Motor Tests
• Fabricate igP,ition systems for 24-in. motor tests; evaluate ignttion c]ata and
hardware performance
• Task 6--Recommend Baseline Ignition System Design
• Estatalish baseline ignition system designs for st_uttte sized and 1,'4-scale
motors
Month
Task1
Requirements Definition and
Concept Screening
[Task 2
Preliminary Ignition System
Design for 10-in. Motors
Ignition Bench Tests
"task 3
Fabricate Ignition Components_
for 10-in. Subscale Tests
10-in. Subscale Tests and
Data Evaluation
Task4
Design Ignition System for_
24-in, Subscale Tests
Ignition Bench Tests
Tasks
Fabricate Ignition System form
24-in. Subscale Tests and
Data Evaluation
25-in. Subscale Tests and
Data Evaluation
Tasks
Design Ignition System for
Full-Scale and 1/4 Scale
Motor
1 2 3 4 5 6 71 8 9 10 11112 13
r I
r -1
m
14115
Figure 59. Technology acquisition plan for
ignition system development (cont).
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Plan Title: Flowfield and Combustion Modeling
Objective:
Technology
Importance:
Enabling
[] Engineering Development
[] Enhancing
Overall--Develop/analytical methodologies to predict hybrid grain regression and
afterburning in motors of any scale
Specific
• Develop CFD code to pursue studies of fundamental phenomena in
combustion, mixing, etc.
• Begin development of a ballistic analysis code for industry use, capable
of economical grain design and motor performance prediction
Technical Approach:
Develop CFD capabilities for combined flow and combustion phenomena in a
hybrid motor and develop an economical ballistics code. Iterate code improve-
ments with evaluation of motor test data. Verify code development through pre-
diction of ballistic data for subscale motor tests.
CSAO24074a
Figure 60. Technology acquisition plan for
flowfield and combustion model development.
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Task Summary:
• Task 1--CFD Development
• Develop combustion model
• Identify key reactions
• Determine reaction data (rates, heats, etc.)
• Allow for condensed phase reactions (if oxidizer is condensed or fuel is
metal/zeal)
• tdentify turbulence model
• Eddy viscosity
• Effect on mixing/combustion
• Develop body-fitted grid (especially for aft-dome region)
• Solve Navier-StoKes equations (more general than boundary layer equations)
• Solve particle trajectory equations (if oxidizer is condensed or fuel is metal/zeal)
• Task 2--Economical Ballistics Code Development
• Regression rate
• Simplified turbulent boundary layer equations
--SchvablZeldovich form--Energy and species solutions same as
momentum
--Solve momentum equation in transformed space
--Define turbulence model
--invert transformation to identify solution in physical space
• Afterburning
• Steady-state mass/energy conservation in aft-dome region
--Unburned fuel/oxidizer enters in known mass ratio
--Assume complete combustion and heat release
--Energy conservation determines mixture properties (temperature,
viscosity, etc.)
--Mixture properties determine nozzte flow rate
--Mass conservation determines ct_amber pressure
Figure 60. Technology acquisition plan for flowfield
and combustion model development (cont).
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Task Summary: (Cont)
• Task 3--Motor Testing
• Evaluation test results and correlate to analytical predictions
• Thermechemical data
--Fuel decomposition
--Fuel/oxidizer comt3ustion
• Internal flowfield data
• Motor performance data
--Pressure-time and thrust-time
--Regression history via ;3robes
--Plume IR measurement for temperature
--Plume sampling to determine composition
--Verification of scate effects--Fire three motors of different size (e.g.,
2-, 10-, and 24-in. diameter)
Task 1--CFD Code
Task 2--Ballistics Code
15
Task 3--Motor Testing
Simulate 2-in. Motor
Simulate 10-in. Motor
Simulate 24-in. Motor
t
Figure 60. Technology acquisition plan for flowfield
and combustion model development (cont).
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Plan Title: Insulation Materials
Objective:
• Overall--Characterize the thermochemical and mechanical
response of candidate insulation materials for use in the
hybrid motor combustion environment
Technology
Importance:
[] Enabling
[] Engineering Development
[] Enhancing
• Specific
• Define insulator aerothermochemical environment for baseline hybric_ motor
concept
• Define insulator test bed configuration and standard test conditions
• Develop design data for candidate insulator materials in baseline propellant
combustion environment
--Erosion rate and char deoth versus mixture ratio and pressure
--Insulator thermochemical and pl_ysical properties data
• Identify manufacturing processes for low cost, high reliability
• Evaluate effects of insulator unbonds and defects in motor environment
Technical Approach:
Ul:miate 24.-tn. Motor
Insulation Configuration
Design Verification
Data for 160k-lbf MOtor
Figure 6]. Technology acquisition plan for
insulation tnateriat development.
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Task Summary:
• Task I--Identify Material Candiclates for Specific Motor Ftow Regimes
• Task 2--Define Motor Aerothermochemicat Environment (subscale versus
full-scale)
• Task 3--Define Analytical Resl_onse of Candidate Materials to Motor Environment
• Task 4--Characterize Materials in 10-in. Motor Tests
• Task 5--Verify Selected Candidates in 24-in. Motor Tests
Schedule:
Months
Task 11 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9J10
Task I--Identify Material Candidates
Task 2--Define Aerothermochemical Environment
Task 3--CMA Analyses
Task 4--10-in. Motor Tasting
Specimen Design (10-/24-in.)
Fabricate and Test
10-in. Data Analysis
Task 5--24-in, Motor Testing
24-in. Motor Test Plan Input
Revise 24-in. Motor Design
Fabricate and Test (24-in.)
Data Analysis
/\ A
I
r" A,
i
I
I
F
I
1111=113t14
i
i i
Figure 61. Technology acquisition plan .for
insulation material development (cont).
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Desired
Operating Capability
0
0 0.2 0.4
J 1 1
0.6 0.8 1
Oxidizer Mass Flux (Ib/in. in.Jsec)
1 l
1.2 1.4 1.6
GOX/HTPB
GOX/HTPB-AI-AT
Historical Datm °
FLOXILi-LJH-PBAN
N2041DCDA-UFAP-CAT
....... GOXIHTPB-AI
"Self-Extinguishing Formulations Only (200 to 400 psi)
Figure 62. Regression rate requirements.
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Resistive wire or laser heating of the grain prior to the
introduction of oxidizer into the motor will theoretically
provide motor ignition. This simple gram-heating
ignition approach for hybrids has not been developed.
Technology development through testing is necessary to
demonstrate concept feasibility and characterize its
operation. Development of a grain-hearing hybrid
igrution system will enhance the overall attractiveness of
the hybrid.
Phase II Program Costs
Costs for Phase II, which constatute only the Thiokol
activities, are calculated based on projected number of
tests, esumated cost for each type of test, and estimated
support required. The costs evolved from engineering
estimates rather than detailed pricing exercises but
should provade sufficient accuracy for planning.
Additionally, since costs were developed on a per-
motor basts, r.he program can be expanded to provade
for adait_onal technology development or reduced to
meet budgetary constraints.
Costs were developed forfoursizesofmotors: 2-in.
laboratoryscale,10-in. testbed, 24-in. subscale,and
48-in. technology verification.The 2-in. laboratory-
scale motor exists at Thiokol and provides for
economical screening of candidate fuel formulations
and ignitionconcepts. The t0-in, test bed motor
hardware iscurrentlybeing fabricatedfor a preburner
applicationand will be availablefor Phase If. The
24-in. motor isalsobeing fabricatedusing discretionary.
funds and _ be availablefor Phase If.The 48-in.
motor witlmaximize use of ex.isungdesign documenta-
r.ionforthe MNASA motor, but hardware forthismotor
willbe fabricatedin Phase If.
Estimated costs include engineering, data reduc-
tion, instrumentaaon, materials, fabrication analys_s,
fuel grain casung, etc., and assume r.hat all o_ ;he
technology acquisition plans are implemented. Onlv the
Thiokol costs are included. Operation of the L©X
supply system, the LOX itself, and tnjec:or harciware _s
not included.
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A factorof 1.30 is applied to account for supporting
organizations such as finance, contracts, procurement,
and program management. The factor of 1.30 is based
on typical support requirements for a program of this
type. The estimated cost for each test is summarized as
follows:
Nonrecurring Cost No.
Tooling/Hard- per of
Motor ware Costs Test Tests Total
Lab
Scale
(2-in.)
Test Bed
(lO-tn.)
Subscale
(24-in.)
Verifica-
tion
(48-in,)
$ 728 100 $ 72,800
44,298 32 1,417,536
133,328 12 1,599,936
51,430,000 917,800 1 2,347,800
5.0 TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION
A large-scale technology demonstration motor was
defined and costs estimated for its fabrication and test.
This reformation was provided to General Dynamics to
assist ;n the formulation of the overall technology
demonstration plan. The motor defined is essentially
equivalent in size and thrust to the quarter-scale booster
defined in Sect.ion 3.5.3. LOX supply requirements
defined for the quarter-scale requirements are
illustrated in Figure 63. Test facility capability wsjl be
compatibte anth this flow schedule. Motor pressure, O/F
ratio, and all other data defined for the quarter-scale
motor apply to the demonstration motor.
Esumated costs were developed using the General
Elecmc price model supplemented by data peculiar to
hybrids. It was assumed that exist.rag facilities and
handling tooling could be used for fabrication.
Estimated costs assume that fabrication and test would
be as if it were an SRM. LOX, LOX supply system,
rejector hardware, and specific assembly costs were not
addressed.
The costs are not a result of formal prices exercises
but, when integrated with General Dynamics and
Rocketdy-ne, costs should be adequate for long-range
planning. The costs for the initial and two subsequent
motors are $8.8, $6.6, and $5.3 million, respectively,
These costs include all fabrication, engmeenng, and
support costs. The duration of the program was
esttmated based on lead tunes requ_'ed for hardware.
Minimum program duration is esumated to be 38
months assuming business as usual for procurement,
fabrication, and test Limes.
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Oxidizer requirements for Phase III large subscale demonstration motor.
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